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1 - Introduction 

The purpose of this Report is to provide an understanding of what is known and not known about 
the effects of human-generated (anthropogenic) sound on fish, with particular reference to mid- 
and high-frequency sonars,1 other high frequency sources, and by explosives, as used by the U.S. 
Navy during its operations.  Since there are few, if any, data on the impacts of these particular 
signals on fish, it is not possible to have specific answers about possible effects of specific 
sources of current interest.  
 
Indeed, it should be noted that the data on effects of sound on fish is still very limited, and this is 
particularly the case with regard to studies that have gone through scientific peer review. There 
are many more reports and documents, often referred to as “gray literature,” that discuss other 
experiments. However, these have generally not gone through the rigors of scientific peer 
review, and they only appear as reports and/or on the web. Because of the lack of scientific 
review, the information presented in gray literature is often open to question with regard to the 
validity and usefulness of the reported results and conclusions.   
 
In this Report, emphasis will be placed upon peer-reviewed studies in the scientific literature.  
However, due to the dearth of such studies, a number of gray literature reports will be cited, but 
in each case, the author of this Report has done his own review of the literature and is reasonably 
comfortable with the analysis of the data presented. 
 
 
1.1 Organization of the Report 
 
The first part of this Report provides background on fish hearing and use of sound. This 
background is needed to set into context how and why human-generated sounds may have an 
affect on fish. This is followed by a discussion of our current knowledge of the effects of sound 
on fish, with a review of the literature that is most relevant to the issues of current concern to the 
Navy.  Finally, there is a discussion of potential impacts of specific Navy sources. However, this 
section is relatively short since, with the exception of mid-frequency sonar, almost nothing is 
known about the effects of specific sources on fish.  While outside of the scope of this report per 
se, a small section is included that considers effects of human-generated sound on invertebrates 
since these organisms make up such a large part of the marine ecosystem. 
 
 
1.2   Fish 
 
Since “fish” encompass by far the largest group of vertebrate animals, it is important to give a 
brief introduction as to what is meant by “fish” in the context of this Report.  The term “fish” 
generally refers to three groups of vertebrates. These include: (a) the Agnatha or jawless 
vertebrates; (b) the cartilaginous fishes; and (c) the bony fishes. The Agnatha are a small group 
of very ancient vertebrates that primarily includes lamprey. It is not clear whether lamprey even 

                                                 
1 For the purpose of this report, mid frequency is defined as 1-10 kilohertz (kHz) and high frequency as 10-100 kHz. 
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hear, and it is highly unlikely that they ever are found in significant numbers in areas of any 
Navy activity. They are not considered in this report, but background on their ear structure 
(which may only be used for the sense of balance and response to gravity) is provided by Popper 
and Hoxter (1987).  
 
The cartilaginous fishes, or elasmobranchs, include sharks and rays and their relatives.  Virtually 
nothing is known about effects of human-generated sound on cartilaginous fishes, but there is 
concern about potential effects since these animals are integral to the ecosystem in many parts of 
the marine environment. There are also some data, as discussed later in the Report (page 17), that 
some species will swim towards low-frequency human-generated sounds that resemble the 
sounds produced by struggling prey. 
 
The bony fishes are the group that most people associate with the term “fish.” Bony fishes 
include most of the species of aquatic vertebrates, including the majority of the species of fish 
that are consumed by humans.2 These species are often of considerable economic and ecological 
concern.  Unless otherwise stated, the term “fish” in this Report will refer to bony fish. 
 
 
2 - Background on Fish Hearing 
 
2.1 How Fish Sense Their Environment 
 
Fishes, like other vertebrates, have a variety of different sensory systems that enable them to 
glean information from the world around them (see volumes by Atema et al., 1988 and by Collin 
and Marshall, 2003 for thorough reviews of fish sensory systems). While each of the sensory 
systems may have some overlap in providing a fish with information about a particular stimulus 
(e.g., an animal might see and hear a predator), different sensory systems may be most 
appropriate to serve an animal in a particular situation.  Thus, vision is often most useful when a 
fish is close to the source of the signal, in daylight, and when the water is clear. However, vision 
does not work well at night, or in deep waters. Chemical signals can be highly specific (e.g., a 
particular pheromone used to indicate danger). However, chemical signals travel slowly in still 
water, and diffusion of the chemicals depends upon currents and so chemical signals are not 
directional and, in many cases, they may diffuse quickly to a non-detectable level. As a 
consequence, chemical signals may not be effective over long distances.   
 
In contrast, acoustic signals in water travel very rapidly, travel great distances without 
substantially attenuating (declining in level) in open water, and they are highly directional. Thus, 
acoustic signals provide the potential for two animals that are some distance apart to 
communicate quickly (reviewed in Zelick et al., 1999; Popper et al., 2003). 

 
Since sound is potentially such a good source of information, fishes have evolved two sensory 
systems to detect acoustic signals, and many species use sound for communication (e.g., mating, 
territorial behavior – see Zelick et al., 1999 for review).  The two systems are the ear, for 
detection of sound above perhaps 20 hertz (Hz) to 1 kHz or more, and the lateral line for 

                                                 
2 E.g., tuna, salmon, cod, herring, Pollack, and many others. 
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detection of hydrodynamic signals (water motion) from less than 1 Hz to perhaps 100 or 200 Hz.  
The inner ear in fish functions very much like the ear found in all other vertebrates, including 
mammals.3  The lateral line, in contrast, is only found in fish and a few amphibian (frogs) 
species. It consists of a series of receptors along the body of the fish.  Together, the ear and 
lateral line are often referred to as the octavolateralis system.  
 
 
2.2 Sound in Water 
  
The basic physical principles of sound in water are the same as sound in air.4  Any sound source 
produces both pressure waves and actual motion of the medium particles. However, whereas in 
air the actual particle motion attenuates very rapidly and is often inconsequential even a few 
centimeters from a sound source, particle motion travels (propagates) much further in water due 
to the much greater density of water than air. One therefore often sees reference to the “acoustic 
near field” and the “acoustic far field” in the literature on fish hearing, with the former referring 
to the particle motion component of the sound and the latter the pressure. There is often the 
misconception that the near field component is only present close to the source. Indeed, all 
propagating sound in water has both pressure and particle motion components, but after some 
distance, often defined as the point at a distance of wavelength of the sound divided by 2 pi 
(�/2�), the pressure component of the signal dominates, though particle motion is still present 
and potentially important for fish (e.g., Rogers and Cox, 1988, Kalmijn, 1988, 1989). For a 500 
Hz signal, this point is about 0.5 m from the source.5 
 
The critical point to note is that fish detect both pressure and particle motion, whereas terrestrial 
vertebrates generally only detect pressure. Fish directly detect particle motion using the inner ear 
(see below). Pressure signals, however, are initially detected by the gas-filled swim bladder or 
other bubble of air in the body.6 The air bubble then vibrates and therefore serves as a small 
sound source which “reradiates” (or resends) the signal to the inner ear as a near field particle 
motion.  Note, the ear can only detect particle motion directly, and it needs the air bubble to 
produce particle motion from the pressure component of the signal.   
 
What follows is that if a fish is able to only detect particle motion, it is most sensitive to sounds 
when the source is nearby due to the substantial attenuation of the particle motion signal as it 
propagates away from the sound source.  As the signal level gets lower (further from the source), 
the signal ultimately gets below the minimum level detectable by the ear (the threshold).  Fish 

                                                 
3 Fish have an inner ear which is very much like the ear in terrestrial vertebrates, though there are many 
organizational details that are different. Fish do not, however, have, or need, an outer or middle ear since the role of 
these structures in terrestrial vertebrates is to funnel sound to the ear and overcome the impedance difference 
between air and the fluids (water) of the inner ear. Since fish live in water, there is no impedance difference to 
overcome. The most fundamentally important similarity between ears of all vertebrates is that sound is converted 
(transduced) from mechanical to electrical energy by the sensory hair cells that are common in all vertebrates. 
4 For discussions on underwater sound, see Rogers and Cox 1988; Kalmijn 1988, 1989. 
5 The wavelength of a sound in water is about 1,500 m/sec (it varies depending on salinity, depth, temperature, etc.). 
The wavelength is defined as 1500/frequency which means for a 500 Hz signal the wavelength is 3 m.  For a 100 Hz 
signal the wavelength is 15 m and the near field transition point would be 15/6.28 = ~2.8 m. 
6 These may be found in the head and they are often very close to the ear. Such bubbles are found in a few species, 
most notably the fresh water bubble-nest builders (Anabantidae) and elephant-nosed fishes (Mormyridae). 
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that detect both particle motion and pressure generally are more sensitive to sound than are fish 
that only detect particle motion. This is the case since the pressure component of the signal 
attenuates much less over distance than does the particle motion, although both particle motion 
and pressure are always present in the signal as it propagates from the source. 
 
One very critical difference between particle motion and pressure is that fish pressure signals are 
not directional. Thus, for fish, as to any observer with a single pressure detector,7 pressure does 
not appear to come from any direction (e.g., Popper et al., 2003; Fay, 2005). In contrast, particle 
motion is highly directional and this is detectable by the ear itself.  Accordingly, fish appear to 
use the particle motion component of a sound field to glean information about sound source 
direction. This makes particle motion an extremely important signal to fish. 
 
Since both pressure and particle motion are important to fish, it becomes critical that in design of 
experiments to test the effects of sound on fish (and fish hearing in general), the signal must be 
understood not only in terms of its pressure levels, but also in terms of the particle motion 
component.  This has not been done in most experiments on effects of human-generated sound to 
date, with the exception of one study on effects of seismic airguns on fish (Popper et al., 2005). 

 
 

2.3 What do Fish Hear? 
 

Basic data on hearing provides information about the range of frequencies that a fish can detect, 
and the lowest sound level that an animal is able to detect at a particular frequency. This level is 
often called the “threshold.8”  Sounds that are above threshold are detectable by fish. It therefore 
follows that if a fish can hear a biologically irrelevant human-generated sound (e.g., sonar, ship 
noise), such sound might interfere with the ability of fish to detect other biologically relevant 
signals.  In effect, anthropogenic sounds and explosions may affect behavior, and result in short 
and long-term tissue damage, but only at significantly high levels. Importantly, to date there has 
been not any experimental determination of an association of such effects from military mid- and 
high-frequency active sonars. 
 
 

                                                 
7 While fish have two ears, they only have a single pressure receptor – the swim bladder. The energy reradiated from 
the swim bladder is sent equally to both ears, and so the fish has, in effect, only one pressure receptor. In contrast, 
the primary mechanism for detection of sound source direction in mammals and many other terrestrial vertebrates in 
air, where the sound speed is about one-fifth that of water, is to “compare” the signals at the two ears and then use 
the differences in the signals (e.g., time of arrival, phase, intensity) to “compute” the direction of a sound source. 
8 While the threshold is an important concept, and it is used throughout the literature in measuring the lowest level 
of a sound or other signal detectable by an animal, it needs to be noted that a threshold is a statistical concept that is 
based on the lowest value of a signal that is detectable some percent of the time. Very often, for fish, hearing 
thresholds are the lowest levels at which sound is detected 50% of the time. In other words, whereas a fish will 
detect a particular signal 50% of the time, it will not detect the same signal 50% of the time.  Variation in threshold 
is well known for all animals and for all senses. Variation often reflects momentary changes in the detecting 
structure, in the motivation of the animal, and innumerable other factors. 
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Figure 1: Hearing curves (audiograms) for select teleost fishes (see Fay, 1988 and Nedwell et al., 2004 for 
data).  Goldfish and American shad are species with specializations that enhance hearing sensitivity and/or 
increase the range of sounds detectable by the animal. The other species are hearing generalists. Most of 
these data were obtained using methods where fish were conditioned to respond to a sound when it was 
present. Each data point represents the lowest sound level (threshold) the species could detect at a particular 
frequency. Data for American shad are truncated at 100 kHz so as to keep the size of the graph reasonable, 
but it should be noted that this species can hear sounds to at least 180 kHz (Mann et al., 1997).  Note that 
these data represent pressure thresholds, despite the fact that some of the species (e.g., salmon, tuna) are 
primarily sensitive to the particle motion component of a sound field, something that was not generally 
measured at the time of the studies. 
 
Hearing thresholds have been determined for perhaps 100 of the more than 29,0009 living fish 
species (Fig. 1) (see Fay, 1988; Popper et al., 2003; Ladich and Popper, 2004; Nedwell et al., 
2004 for data on hearing thresholds).  These studies show that, with few exceptions, fish cannot 
hear sounds above about 3-4 kHz, and that the majority of species are only able to detect sounds 
to 1 kHz or even below.  In contrast, a healthy young human can detect sounds to about 20 kHz, 
and dolphins and bats can detect sounds to well over 100 kHz.  There have also been studies on a 
few species of cartilaginous fish, with results suggesting that they detect sounds to no more than 
600 or 800 Hz (e.g., Fay, 1988; Casper et al., 2003).  
 
Besides being able to detect sounds, a critical role for hearing is to be able to discriminate 
between different sounds (e.g., frequency and intensity), detect biologically relevant sounds in 
                                                 
9 See www.fishbase.org for latest counts. 
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the presence of background noises, and determine the direction and location of a sound source in 
the space around the animal.  While data are available on these tasks for only a few fish species, 
all species studied appear to be able to discriminate sounds of different intensities and 
frequencies (reviewed in Fay and Megela-Simmons, 1999; Popper et al., 2003) and perform 
sound source localization (reviewed in Popper et al., 2003; Fay, 2005).  

 
Fish are also able to detect signals in the presence of background noise (reviewed in Fay and 
Megela-Simmons, 1999; Popper et al., 2003). The results of these studies show that fish hearing 
is affected by the presence of background noise that is in the same general frequency band as the 
biologically relevant signal. In other words, if a fish has a particular threshold for a biologically 
relevant sound in a quiet environment, and a background noise that contains energy in the same 
frequency range is introduced, this will decrease the ability of the fish to detect the biologically 
relevant signal. In effect, the threshold for the biologically relevant signal will become poorer. 

 
The significance of this finding is that if background noise is increased, such as a result of 
human-generated sources, it may be harder for a fish to detect the biologically relevant sounds 
that it needs to survive.  
 

 
2.4 Sound Detection Mechanisms 

While bony and cartilaginous fish have no external structures for hearing, such as the human 
pinna (outer ear), they do have an inner ear which is similar in structure and function to the inner 
ear of terrestrial vertebrates. The outer and middle ears of terrestrial vertebrates serve to change 
the impedance of sound traveling in air to that of the fluids of the inner ear. However, since 
fishes already live in a fluid environment, there is no need for impedance matching to stimulate 
the inner ear.  At the same time, since the fish ear and body are the same density as water, they 
will move along with the sound field.  While this might result in the fish not detecting the sound, 
the ear also contains very dense calcareous structures, the otoliths,10 which move at a different 
amplitude and phase from the rest of the body.  This provides the mechanism by which fish hear. 
 
The ear of a fish has three semicircular canals that are involved in determining the angular 
movements of the fish.  The ear also has three otolith organs, the saccule, lagena, and utricle, that 
are involved in both determining the position of the fish relative to gravity and detection of 
sound and information about such sounds.  Each of the otolith organs contains an otolith that lies 
in close proximity to a sensory epithelium. 
 
The sensory epithelium (or macula) in each otolith organ of fish contains mechanoreceptive 
sensory hair cells that are virtually the same as found in the mechanoreceptive cells of the lateral 
line (see page 11) and in the inner ear of terrestrial vertebrates.  All parts of the ear have the 
same kind of cell to detect movement, whether it be movement caused by sound or movements 
of the head relative to gravity. 

                                                 
10 Cartilaginous fish, some more primitive bony fishes, and all terrestrial vertebrates including humans have 
otoconia rather than otoliths. Otoconia and otoliths are both made of crystals of calcium carbonate, but whereas 
these are fused in bony fish into a structure called the otolith, otoconia are smaller masses that lie in a gelatinous 
matrix. 
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2.5 Hearing Generalists and Specialists 
 
Very often, fish are referred to as “hearing generalists” (or non-specialists) or “hearing 
specialists” (e.g., Fay, 1988; Popper et al., 2003; Ladich and Popper, 2004).  Hearing generalists 
generally detect sound to no more than 1 to 1.5 kHz, whereas specialists are generally able to 
detect sounds to above 1.5 kHz (see Fig. 1, page 8). And, in the frequency range of hearing that 
the specialists and generalists overlap, the specialists generally have lower thresholds than 
generalists, meaning that they can detect quieter (lower intensity) sounds.  Furthermore, it has 
often been suggested that generalists only detect the particle motion component of the sound 
field, whereas the specialists detect both particle motion and pressure (see Popper et al., 2003).  
 
However, while the terms hearing generalist and specialist have been useful, it is now becoming 
clear that the dichotomy between generalists and specialists is not very distinct. Instead, 
investigators are now coming to the realization that many species that do not hear particularly 
well still detect pressure as well as particle motion and pressure. However, these species often 
have poorer pressure detection than those fishes that have a wider hearing bandwidth and greater 
sensitivity (see Popper and Schilt, 2008). 
 
It is important to note that hearing specialization is not limited to just a few fish taxa. Instead, 
there are hearing specialists that have evolved in many very diverse fish groups. Moreover, there 
are instances where one species hears very well while a very closely related species does not hear 
well.  The only “generalizations” that one can make is that all cartilaginous fish are likely to be 
hearing generalists, while all otophysan fishes (goldfish, catfish, and relatives) are hearing 
specialists. It is also likely that bony fish without an air bubble such as a swim bladder (see 
below) are, like cartilaginous fishes, hearing generalists. These fish include all flatfish, some 
tuna, and a variety of other taxonomically diverse species. 
 
 
2.6 Ancillary Structures for Hearing Specializations 
 
All species of fish respond to sound by detecting relative motion between the otoliths and the 
sensory hair cells.  However, many species, and most effectively the hearing specialists, also 
detect sounds using the air-filled swim bladder in the abdominal cavity. The swim bladder is 
used for a variety of different functions in fish.  It probably evolved as a mechanism to maintain 
buoyancy in the water column,11 but later evolved to have multiple functions.   
 
The other two roles of the swim bladder are in sound production and hearing (e.g., Zelick et al., 
1999; Popper et al., 2003).  In sound production, the air in the swim bladder is vibrated by the 
sound producing structures (often muscles that are integral to the swim bladder wall) and serves 
as a radiator of the sound into the water (see Zelick et al., 1999).   
 

                                                 
11 Fish can adjust the volume of gas in the swim bladder and make themselves neutrally buoyant at any depth in the 
water. In this way, they do not have to expend extra energy to maintain their vertical position. 
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For hearing, the swim bladder serves to re-radiate sound energy to the ear. This happens since 
the air in the swim bladder is of a very different density than the rest of the fish body. Thus, in 
the presence of sound the air starts to vibrate.  The vibrating gas re-radiates energy which then 
stimulates the inner ear by moving the otolith relative to the sensory epithelium.  However, in 
species that have the swim bladder some distance from the ear, any re-radiated sound attenuates 
a great deal before it reaches the ear.  Thus, these species probably do not detect the pressure 
component of the sound field as well as fish where the swim bladder comes closer to the ear. 
 
In contrast, hearing specialists always have some kind of acoustic coupling between the swim 
bladder and the inner ear to reduce attenuation and assure that the signal from the swim bladder 
gets to the ear. In the goldfish and its relatives, the otophysan fishes, there is a series of bones, 
the Weberian ossicles, which connect the swim bladder to the ear.  When the walls of the swim 
bladder vibrate in a sound field, the ossicles move and carry the sound directly to the inner ear.  
Removal of the swim bladder in these fish results in a drastic loss of hearing range and 
sensitivity (reviewed in Popper et al., 2003). 

 
Besides species with Weberian ossicles, other fishes have evolved a number of different 
strategies to enhance hearing.  For example, the swim bladder may have one or two anterior 
projections that actually contact one of the otolith organs.  In this way, the motion of the swim 
bladder walls directly couples to the inner ear of these species (see discussion in Popper et al., 
2003).  
 
 
2.7 Lateral Line 
 
The lateral line system is a specialized sensory receptor found on the body that enables detection 
of the hydrodynamic component of a sound field or other water motions relative to the fish  
(reviewed in Coombs and Montgomery, 1999; Webb et al., 2008). The lateral line is most 
sensitive to stimuli that occur within a few body lengths of the animal and to signals that are 
from below 1 Hz to a few hundred Hz (Coombs and Montgomery, 1999; Webb et al., 2008). The 
lateral line is involved with schooling behavior, where fish swim in a cohesive formation with 
many other fish and it is also involved with detecting the presence of near-by moving objects, 
such as food.  Finally, the lateral line is an important determinant of current speed and direction, 
providing useful information to fishes that live in streams or where tidal flows dominate. 
 
The only study on the effect of exposure to sound on the lateral line system suggests no effect on 
these sensory cells by very intense pure tone signals (Hastings et al., 1996). However, since this 
study was limited to one (freshwater) species and only to pure tones, extrapolation to other 
sounds is not warranted and further work needs to be done on any potential lateral line effects on 
other species and with other types of sounds. 
 
 
3 - Overview of Fish Hearing Capabilities 

3.1 Introduction 
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Determination of hearing capability has only been done for fewer than 100 of the more than 
29,000 fish species (Fay, 1988; Popper et al., 2003; Ladich and Popper, 2004; Nedwell et al., 
2004). Much of this data is summarized in Table 1 (page 18) for species of marine fish that have 
been studied and that could potentially be in areas where sonar or other Navy sound sources 
might be used. This data set, while very limited, suggests that the majority of marine species are 
hearing generalists, although it must be kept in mind that there are virtually no data for species 
that live at great ocean depths and it is possible that such species, living in a lightless 
environment, may have evolved excellent hearing to help them get an auditory “image” of their 
environment (e.g., Popper, 1980).   
 
While it is hard to generalize as to which fish taxa are hearing generalists or specialists since 
specialists have evolved in a wide range of fish taxa (see, for example, Holocentridae and 
Sciaenidae in Table 1, page 18), there may be some broad generalizations as to hearing 
capabilities of different groups. For example, it is likely that all, or the vast majority of species in 
the following groups would have hearing capabilities that would include them as hearing 
generalists. These include: cartilaginous fishes (Casper et al., 2003; Casper and Mann, 2006; 
Myrberg, 2001), scorpaeniforms (i.e., scorpionfishes, searobins, sculpins) (Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 1963), scombrids (i.e., albacores, bonitos, mackerels, tunas) (Iversen, 1967; Iversen, 
1969; Song et al., 2006), and more specifically, midshipman fish (Porichthys notatus) (Sisneros 
and Bass, 2003), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Hawkins and Johnstone, 1978) and other 
salmonids (e.g., Popper et al., 2007), and all toadfish in the family Batrachoididae (see Table 1 
for species).   
 
Marine hearing specialists include some Holocentridae (“soldierfish” and “squirrelfish”) 
(Coombs and Popper, 1979) and some Sciaenidae (drums and croakers) (reviewed in 
Ramcharitar et al., 2006b) (see Table 1). In addition, all of the clupeids (herrings, shads, 
alewives, anchovies) are able to detect sounds to over 3 kHz. And, more specifically, members 
of the clupeid family Alosinae, which includes menhaden and shad, are able to detect sounds to 
well over 100 kHz (e.g., Enger, 1967; Mann et al., 2001; Mann et al., 2005).  
 
 
3.2 Variability in Hearing Among Groups of Fish 
 
Hearing capabilities vary considerably between different fish species (Fig. 1, page 8), and there 
is no clear correlation between hearing capability and environment, even though some 
investigators (e.g., Amoser and Ladich, 2005) have argued that the level of ambient noise in a 
particular environment might have some impact on hearing capabilities of a species. However, 
the evidence for this suggestion is very limited, and there are species that live in close proximity 
to one another, and which are closely related taxonomically, that have different hearing 
capabilities. This is widely seen within the family Sciaenidae, where there is broad diversity in 
hearing capabilities and hearing structures (data reviewed in Ramcharitar et al., 2006b). This is 
also seen in the family Holocentridae. In this group, the shoulderbar soldierfish (Myripristis
kuntee) and the Hawaiian squirrelfish (Sargocentron xantherythrum) live near one another on the 
same reefs, yet Sargocentron detects sounds from below 100 Hz to about 800 Hz, whereas 
Myripristis is able to detect sounds from 100 Hz to over 3 kHz, and it can hear much lower 
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intensity sounds than can Sargocentron (Coombs and Popper, 1979; see also Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 1963).   
 
Among all fishes studied to date, perhaps the greatest variability has been found within the 
economically important family Sciaenidae (i.e., drumfish, weakfish, croaker) where there is 
extensive diversity in inner ear structure and the relationship between the swim bladder and the 
inner ear (all data on hearing and sound production in Sciaenidae is reviewed in Ramcharitar et 
al., 2006b and so it is not reviewed in detail in this Report) (see hearing data in Table 1, page18). 
Specifically, the Atlantic croaker’s (Micropogonias undulatus) swim bladder comes near the ear 
but does not actually touch it. However, the swim bladders in the spot (Leiostomus xanthurus) 
and black drum (Pogonias cromis) are further from the ear and lack anterior horns or 
diverticulae. These differences are associated with variation in both sound production and 
hearing capabilities (Ramcharitar et al., 2006b). Ramcharitar and Popper (2004) found that the 
black drum detects sounds from 0.1 to 0.8 kHz and was most sensitive between 0.1 and 0.5 kHz, 
while the Atlantic croaker detects sounds from 0.1 to 1.0 kHz and was most sensitive at 0.3 kHz. 
Additionally, Ramcharitar et al. (2006a) found that weakfish (Cynoscion regalis) is able to detect 
frequencies up to 2.0 kHz, while spot can hear only up to 0.7 kHz.  
 
The sciaenid with the greatest hearing sensitivity discovered thus far is the silver perch 
(Bairdiella chrysoura), a species which has auditory thresholds similar to goldfish and which is 
able to respond to sounds up to 4.0 kHz (Ramcharitar et al., 2004). Silver perch swim bladders 
have anterior horns that terminate close to the ear.   
 
 
3.3 Marine Hearing Specialists 

The majority of marine fish studied to date are hearing generalists. However, a few species have 
been shown to have a broad hearing range suggesting that they are specialists. These include 
some holocentrids and sciaenids, as discussed above.  There is also evidence, based on structure 
of the ear and the relationship between the ear and the swim bladder that at least some deep-sea 
species, including myctophids, may be hearing specialists (Popper, 1977, 1980), although it has 
not been possible to do actual measures of hearing on these fish from great depths.  
 
The most significant studies have shown that all herring like fishes (order Clupeiformes) are 
hearing specialists and able to detect sounds to at least 3 – 4 kHz, and that some members of this 
order, in the sub-family Alosinae, are able to detect sounds to over 180 kHz (Fig. 1, page 8) 
(Mann et al. 1997, 1998, 2001, 2005; Gregory and Clabburn, 2003).12 Significantly, there is 
evidence that detection of ultrasound (defined by the investigators as sounds over 20 kHz) in 
these species is mediated through one of the otolithic organs of the inner ear, the utricle (Higgs et 
al., 2004; Plachta et al., 2004). While there is no evidence from field studies, laboratory data 
leads to the suggestion that detection of ultrasound probably arose to enable these fish to hear the 
echolocation sounds of odontocete predators and avoid capture (Mann et al., 1998; Plachta and 
Popper, 2003). This is supported by field studies showing that several Alosinae clupeids avoid 
                                                 
12 Wilson and Dill (2002) reported that Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii) responded to sounds to 140 kHz. However, 
Mann et al. (2005) found that they could only detect sound to about 5 kHz (as other non-ultrasound-detecting 
clupeids). 
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ultrasonic sources. These include the alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus) (Dunning et al., 1992; 
Ross et al., 1996), blueback herring (A. aestivalis) (Nestler et al., 2002), Gulf menhaden 
(Brevoortia patronus) (Mann et al., 2001), and American shad (A. sapidissima) (Mann et al. 
1997, 1998, 2001). Thus, masking of ultrasound by mid- or high-frequency sonar could 
potentially affect the ability of these species to avoid predation. 
 
Although few non-clupeid species have been tested for ultrasound (Mann et al., 2001), the only 
non-clupeid species shown to possibly be able to detect ultrasound is the cod (Gadus morhua) 
(Astrup and Møhl, 1993). However, in Astrup and Møhl’s (1993) study it is feasible that the cod 
was detecting the stimulus using touch receptors that were over driven by very intense fish-
finding sonar emissions (Astrup, 1999; Ladich and Popper, 2004). Nevertheless, Astrup and 
Møhl (1993) indicated that cod have ultrasound thresholds of 185 to 200 dB re 1 μPa at 38 kHz, 
which likely only allows for detection of odontocete’s clicks at distances no greater than 10 to 30 
m (33 to 98 ft) (Astrup, 1999).  
 
Finally, while most otophysan species are freshwater, a few species inhabit marine waters. In the 
one study of such species, Popper and Tavolga (1981) determined that the hardhead sea catfish 
(Ariopsis felis) was able to detect sounds from 0.05 to 1.0 kHz, which is a narrower frequency 
range than that common to freshwater otophysans (i.e., above 3.0 kHz) (Popper et al., 2003). 
However, hearing sensitivity below about 500 Hz was much better in the hardhead sea catfish 
than in virtually all other hearing specialists studied to date (Table 1; Fay, 1988; Popper et al., 
2003). 
 
 
3.4 Marine Hearing Generalists 
 
As mentioned above, investigations into the hearing ability of marine bony fishes have most 
often yielded results exhibiting a narrower hearing range and less sensitive hearing than 
specialists. This was first demonstrated in a variety of marine fishes by Tavolga and Wodinsky 
(1963), and later demonstrated in taxonomically and ecologically diverse marine species 
(reviews in Fay, 1988; Popper et al., 2003; Ladich and Popper, 2004).  
 
By examining the morphology of the inner ear of bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Song et al. 
(2006) hypothesized that this species probably does not detect sounds to much over 1 kHz (if that 
high). This research concurred with the few other studies conducted on tuna species. Iversen 
(1967) found that yellowfin tuna (T. albacares) can detect sounds from 0.05 to 1.1 kHz, with 
best sensitivity of 89 dB (re 1 μPa) at 0.5 kHz. Kawakawa (Euthynnus affinis) appear to be able 
to detect sounds from 0.1 to 1.1 kHz but with best sensitivity of 107 dB (re 1 μPa) at 0.5 kHz 
(Iversen, 1969). Additionally, Popper (1981) looked at the inner ear structure of a skipjack tuna 
(Katsuwonus pelamis) and found it to be typical of a hearing generalist. While only a few species 
of tuna have been studied, and in a number of fish groups both generalists and specialists exist, it 
is reasonable to suggest that unless bluefin tuna are exposed to very high intensity sounds from 
which they cannot swim away, short- and long-term effects may be minimal or non-existent 
(Song et al., 2006). 
 
Some damselfish have been shown to be able to hear frequencies of up to 2 kHz, with best 
sensitivity well below 1 kHz. Egner and Mann (2005) found that juvenile sergeant major 
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damselfish (Abudefduf saxatilis) were most sensitive to lower frequencies (0.1 to 0.4 kHz), 
however, larger fish (greater than 50 millimeters) responded to sounds up to 1.6 kHz. Still, the 
sergeant major damselfish is considered to have poor sensitivity in comparison even to other 
hearing generalists (Egner and Mann, 2005). Kenyon (1996) studied another marine generalist, 
the bicolor damselfish (Stegastes partitus), and found responses to sounds up to 1.6 kHz with the 
most sensitive frequency at 0.5 kHz. Further, larval and juvenile Nagasaki damselfish 
(Pomacentrus nagasakiensis) have been found to hear at frequencies between 0.1 and 2 kHz, 
however, they are most sensitive to frequencies below 0.3 kHz (Wright et al., 2005, 2007). Thus, 
damselfish appear to be primarily generalists. 
 
Female oyster toadfish (Opsanus tau) apparently use the auditory sense to detect and locate 
vocalizing males during the breeding season (e.g., Winn, 1967). Interestingly, female 
midshipman fish (Porichthys notatus) (in the same family as the oyster toadfish) go through a 
shift in hearing sensitivity depending on their reproductive status. Reproductive females showed 
temporal encoding up to 0.34 kHz, while non-reproductive females showed comparable 
encoding only up to 0.1 kHz (Sisneros and Bass, 2003).  
 
The hearing capability of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) indicates relatively poor sensitivity to 
sound (Hawkins and Johnstone, 1978). Laboratory experiments yielded responses only to 580 Hz 
and only at high sound levels. The Atlantic salmon is considered to be a hearing generalist, and 
this is probably the case for all other salmonids studied to date based on studies of hearing (e.g., 
Popper et al., 2007; Wysocki et al., 2007) and inner ear morphology (e.g., Popper, 1976, 1977).  
 
Furthermore, investigations into the inner ear structure of the long-spined bullhead13 (Taurulus 
bubalis, order Scorpaeniformes) have suggested that these fishes have generalist hearing 
abilities, and this is supported by their lack of a swim bladder (Lovell et al., 2005). While it is 
impossible to extrapolate from this species to all members of this large group of taxonomically 
diverse fishes, studies of hearing in another species in this group, the leopard robin (Prionotus
scitulus), suggest that it is probably not able to detect sound to much above 800 Hz, indicating 
that it would be a hearing generalist (Tavolga and Wodinsky, 1963). However, since the leopard 
sea robin has a swim bladder, and the long-spined bullhead does not, this illustrates the diversity 
of species in this order and makes extrapolation on hearing from these two fishes to all members 
of the group very difficult to do. 
 
A number of hearing generalists can detect very low frequencies of sound.14 Detection of very 
low frequencies, or infrasound,15 was not investigated until fairly recently since most laboratory 
sound sources were unable to produce undistorted tones below 20 to 30 Hz. In addition, most 
earlier measures of fish hearing indicated a steadily declining sensitivity towards lower 
frequencies (Fay, 1988), suggesting that fish would not detect low frequencies. However, as has 
been pointed out in the literature, often the problem with measuring lower frequency hearing 
                                                 
13 Lovell et al. (2005) refer to this species as the sea scorpion, but the “official” name according to 
www.fishbase.org is the long-spined bullhead. As pointed out on this web site, common names for the same species 
often differ throughout the world, making it very hard to compare species. When there is any chance of confusion 
with common names, the names at this authoritative web site are used. 
14 While most of the infrasound work has been done on marine species, a recent investigation has shown that a 
freshwater hearing specialist is also able to detect infrasound (Sonny et al., 2006).  
15 There is no specific definition of infrasound, but it is generally considered to be frequencies lower than detectable 
by humans – often below 30 Hz. 
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(e.g., below 50 or 100 Hz) was simply that the sound sources available (underwater loud 
speakers) were not capable of producing lower frequency sounds, or the acoustics of the tanks in 
which the studies were conducted prevented lower frequency sounds from being effectively 
used. 

 
Infrasound sensitivity in fish was first demonstrated in the Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) (Sand 
and Karlsen, 1986). This species can detect sounds down to about 10 Hz and is sensitive to 
particle motion of the sound field and not to pressure. Other species shown to detect infrasound 
include the plaice flatfish (Pleuronectes platessa) (Karlsen, 1992), and the European eel 
(Anguilla anguilla) (Sand et al., 2000). 

 
The sensitivity of at least some species of fish to infrasound may theoretically provide the 
animals with a wide range of information about the environment than detection of somewhat 
higher frequencies. An obvious potential use for this sensitivity is detection of moving objects in 
the surroundings, where infrasound could be important in, for instance, courtship and prey-
predator interactions. Juvenile salmonids display strong avoidance reactions to near-by 
infrasound (Knudsen et al., 1992, 1994), and it is reasonable to suggest that such behavior has 
evolved as a protection against predators.  
 
More recently, Sand and Karlsen (2000) proposed the hypothesis that fish may also use the 
ambient infrasounds in the ocean, which are produced by things like waves, tides, and other large 
scale motions, for orientation during migration. This would be in the form of an inertial guidance 
system where the fish detect surface waves and other large scale infrasound motions as part of 
their system to detect linear acceleration, and in this way migrate long distances.   

 
An important issue with respect to infrasound relates to the distance at which such signals are 
detected. It is clear that fish can detect such sounds. However, behavioral responses only seem to 
occur when fish are well within the acoustic near field of the sound source. Thus, it is likely that 
the responses are to the particle motion component of the infrasound.   
 
 
3.5 Hearing Capabilities of Elasmobranchs and Other “Fish” 
 
Bony fishes are not the only species that may be impacted by environmental sounds. The two 
other groups to consider are the jawless fish (Agnatha – lamprey) and the cartilaginous fishes 
(i.e., elasmobranchs; the sharks and rays). While there are some lamprey in the marine 
environment, virtually nothing is known as to whether they hear or not. They do have ears, but 
these are relatively primitive compared to the ears of other vertebrates. No one has investigated 
whether the ear can detect sound (reviewed in Popper and Hoxter, 1987). 
 
The cartilaginous fishes are important parts of the marine ecosystem and many species are top 
predators. While there have been some studies on their hearing, these have not been extensive. 
However, available data suggests detection of sounds from 0.02 to 1 kHz, with best sensitivity at 
lower ranges (Myrberg, 2001; Casper et al., 2003; Casper and Mann, 2006). Though fewer than 
10 elasmobranch species have been tested for hearing thresholds (reviewed in Fay, 1988), it is 
likely that all elasmobranchs only detect low-frequency sounds because they lack a swim bladder 
or other pressure detector. At the same time, the ear in a number of elasmobranch species whose 
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hearing has not been tested is very large with numerous sensory hair cells (e.g., Corwin, 1981, 
1989). Thus, it is possible that future studies will demonstrate somewhat better hearing in those 
species than is now known. 
 
There is also evidence that elasmobranchs can detect and respond to human-generated sounds. 
Myrberg and colleagues did experiments in which they played back sounds and attracted a 
number of different shark species to the sound source (e.g., Myrberg et al, 1969, 1972, 1976; 
Nelson and Johnson, 1972). The results of these studies showed that sharks were attracted to 
pulsed low-frequency sounds (below several hundred Hz), in the same frequency range of sounds 
that might be produced by struggling prey (or divers in the water). However, sharks are not 
known to be attracted by continuous signals or higher frequencies (which they cannot hear). 
 
 
3.6 Data on Fish Hearing (Table) 

Table 1 provides data on the hearing capabilities of all of the marine fish species that have been 
studied to date.  However, before examining the data in the table, a number of important points 
must be made.  
 
(1) In order to conform to the most recent taxonomic studies of the species, the table uses current 
scientific names for a number of species rather than the scientific names used at the time that the 
research paper was written. Source for names is www.fishbase.org.  
 
(2) The data in the table were primarily compiled by two sources, Fay (1988) and Nedwell et al. 
(2004). Since the Nedwell et al. (2004) study was not published, the data were checked, where 
possible, against Fay (1988) or original sources.  
 
(3) The data in the table for “best sensitivity” is only provided to give a sense of where the best 
hearing was for that species. However, since thresholds are often variable, this information 
should be used with utmost caution.   
 
(4) It may generally be said that fish with a hearing range that only extends to 1.5 kHz are more 
likely to be hearing generalists, whereas fish with higher frequency hearing would be considered 
specialists.  
 
(5) It is critical to note that comparison of the data in the table between species must be done 
with considerable caution. Most importantly, data were obtained in very different ways for the 
various species, and it is highly likely that different experimental methods yield different results 
in terms of range of hearing and in hearing sensitivity. Thus, data obtained using behavioral 
measures, such as those done by Tavolga and Wodinksy (1963) for a variety of marine fishes 
provide data in terms of what animals actually detected since the animals were required to do a 
behavioral task whenever they detected a sound.  
 
In contrast, studies performed using auditory evoked potentials (AEP), often called auditory 
brainstem response (ABR), a very effective general measure of hearing that is being widely used 
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today,16 tends, in fishes, to generally provide results that indicate a somewhat narrower hearing 
range and possibly different sensitivity (thresholds) than obtained using behavioral methods. The 
difference is that ABR is a measure that does not involve any response on the part of the fish. 
Instead, ABR is a measure of the brainstem response and does not measure the integrated output 
of the auditory system (e.g. cortical process, decision making, etc.). Examples of data from ABR 
studies include the work of Casper et al. (2003) and Ramcharitar et al. (2004, 2006a).  
 
(6) Many of the species, as shown, are hearing generalists and these species respond best 
primarily to particle motion rather than pressure, as discussed earlier. However, the vast majority 
of the species were tested with pressure signals and the particle motion signal was not calibrated. 
Thus, hearing sensitivity data, and hearing range, may be somewhat different if particle motion 
had been calibrated.  Accordingly, while the table gives a general sense of hearing of different 
species, caution must be taken in extrapolation to other species, and in interpretation of the data. 
 
As a consequence of these differences in techniques, as well as differences in sound fields used 
and differences in experimental paradigms, one must be extremely cautious in comparing data 
between different species when they were tested in different ways and/or in different 
laboratories. While general comparisons are possible (e.g., which species are generalists and 
which are specialists), more detailed comparisons, such as of thresholds, should be done with 
utmost caution since one investigator may have been measuring pressure and another particle 
motion.  At the same time, it should be noted that when different species were tested in the same 
lab, using the same experimental approach, it is possible to make comparative statements about 
hearing among the species used since all would have been subject to the same sound field.  
 
Table 1. Marine fish hearing sensitivity. Data were compiled from reviews in Fay (1988) and Nedwell et al. 
(2004). See the very important caveats about the data in the text. For a number of additional species, we can 
only surmise about hearing capabilities from morphological data. These data are shown in gray, with a 
suggestion as to hearing capabilities based only on morphology. Scientific names marked with an asterisk 
have a different name in the literature. The updated names come from www.fishbase.org.

Family Description  
of Family 

Common
Name Scientific Name 

Hearing 
Range (Hz) 

Low      High 

Best
Sensitivit

y (Hz) 
Reference 

Albulidae Bonefishes Bonefish Albula vulpes 100 700 300 Tavolga, 
1974a 

Anguillidae Eels European 
eel Anguilla anguilla 10 300 40-100 Jerkø et al., 

1989 

Ariidae Catfish Hardhead 
sea catfish Ariopsis felis 17 50 1,000 100 

Popper and 
Tavolga, 
1981 

Midshipman
18  

Porichthys 
notatus 65 385  Sisneros, 

2007 Batrachoididae  Toadfishes 

Oyster 
toadfish Opsanus tau 100 800 200 Fish and 

Offutt, 1972 

                                                 
16 Significantly, ABR is used for studies on hearing in groups as diverse as sharks, reptiles, and birds. But, its widest 
use is probably for a rapid and reliable assessment of hearing in newborn humans in many states in the U.S. 
17 Formerly Arius felis 
18 Data obtained using saccular potentials, a method that does not necessarily reveal the full bandwidth of hearing. 
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Family Description  
of Family 

Common
Name Scientific Name 

Hearing 
Range (Hz) 

Low      High 

Best
Sensitivit

y (Hz) 
Reference 

Gulf 
toadfish Opsanus beta   <1,000 

Remage-
Healy et al., 
2006 

Alewife Alosa
pseudoharengus  >120,000  Dunning et 

al., 1992 
Blueback 
herring Alosa aestivalis  >120,000  Dunning et 

al., 1992 

American 
shad 

Alosa
sapidissima 0.1 180,000 

200-800 
and 

25-150 

Mann et al., 
1997 

Gulf 
menhaden 

Brevoortia
patronus  >100, 000  Mann et al., 

2001 
Bay 
anchovy Anchoa mitchilli  4,000  Mann et al., 

2001 
Scaled 
sardine 

Harengula 
jaguana  4,000  Mann et al., 

2001 
Spanish 
sardine Sardinella aurita  4,000  Mann et al., 

2001 

Clupeidae 

Herrings, 
shads, 
menhaden, 
sardines 

Pacific 
herring Clupea pallasii 100 5,000  Mann et al., 

2005 

Chondrichthyes 
[Class]  

Rays, 
sharks, 
skates 

Data are for several different 
species 200 1,000  

See Fay, 
1988; Casper 
et al., 2003 

Cottidae Sculpins Long-spined 
bullhead Taurulus bubalis    Lovell et al., 

2005 

Atlantic 
Cod Gadus morhua 2 500 20 

Chapman 
and 
Hawkins, 
1973; Sand 
and Karlsen, 
1986 

Ling Molva molva 60 550 200 Chapman, 
1973 

Pollack Pollachius 
pollachius 40 470 60 Chapman, 

1973 

Gadidae 

Cods, 
gadiforms, 
grenadiers, 
hakes 

Haddock Melanogrammus
aeglefinus 40 470 110-300 Chapman, 

1973 

Gobidae Gobies Black goby Gobius niger 100 800  Dijkgraaf, 
1952 

Shoulderbar 
soldierfish 

Myripristis 
kuntee 100 3,000 400-500 Coombs and 

Popper, 1979
Hawaiian 
squirrelfish 

Sargocentron  
xantherythrum* 100 800  Coombs and 

Popper, 1979

Squirrelfish Holocentrus 
adscensionis* 100 2,800 600-

1,000 

Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 
1963 

Holocentridae 
Squirrelfish 
and 
soldierfish 

Dusky 
squirrelfish 

Sargocentron  
vexillarium* 100 1,200 600 

Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 
1963 

Labridae Wrasses Tautog Tautoga onitis 10 500 37 - 50 Offutt, 1971 
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Family Description  
of Family 

Common
Name Scientific Name 

Hearing 
Range (Hz) 

Low      High 

Best
Sensitivit

y (Hz) 
Reference 

Blue-head 
wrasse 

Thalassoma 
bifasciatum 100 1,300 300 – 

600 

Tavolga and 
Wodinksy, 
1963 

Lutjanidae Snappers Schoolmaster 
snapper Lutjanus apodus 100 1,000 300 

Tavolga and 
Wodinksy, 
1963 

Myctophidae19 Lanternfishes Warming’s 
lanternfish 

Ceratoscopelus  
warmingii Specialist Popper, 1977

Dab Limanda limanda 30 270 100 
Pleuronectidae Flatfish20 European 

plaice 
Pleuronectes
platessa 30 200 110 

Chapman 
and Sand, 
1974 

Pomadasyidae Grunts Blue striped 
grunt 

Haemulon 
sciurus 100 1,000  

Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 
1963 

Sergeant 
major 
damselfish 

Abudefduf 
saxatilis 100 1,600 100-400 Egner and 

Mann, 2005 

Bicolor 
damselfish Stegastes partitus 100 1,000 500 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 
Nagasaki 
damselfish 

Pomacentrus 
nagasakiensis  100 2,000 <300 Wright et al., 

2005, 2007 
Threespot 
damselfish 

Stegatus 
planifrons* 100 1,200 500-600 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 
Longfish 
damselfish 

Stegatus 
diencaeus* 100 1,200 500-600 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 
Honey 
gregory 

Stegatus 
diencaeus* 100 1,200 500-600 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 
Cocoa 
damselfish 

Stegatus 
variabilis* 100 1,200 500 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 
Beaugregory
22 

Stegatus 
leucostictus* 100 1,200 500-600 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 

Pomacentridae Damselfish21 

Dusky 
damselfish 

Stegastes 
adustus*, 23 100 1,200 400-600 Myrberg and 

Spires, 1980 

Salmonidae Salmons Atlantic 
salmon Salmo salar <100 580  

Hawkins and 
Johnstone, 
1978;  
Knudsen et 
al., 1994 

Sciaenidae 
Drums, 
weakfish, 
croakers 

Atlantic 
croaker 

Micropogonias 
undulatus 100 1,000 300 

Ramcharitar 
and Popper, 
2004 

                                                 
19 Several other species in this family also showed saccular specializations suggesting that the fish would be a 
hearing specialist. However, no behavioral or physiological data are available. 
20 Note, data for these species should be expressed in particle motion since it has no swim bladder. See Chapman 
and Sand, 1974 for discussion. 
21 Formerly all members of this group were Eupomocentrus. Some have now been changed to Stegatus and are so 
indicated in this table (as per www.fishbase.org). 
22 Similar results in Tavolga and Wodinsky, 1963. 
23 Formerly Eupomacentrus dorsopunicans. 
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Family Description  
of Family 

Common
Name Scientific Name 

Hearing 
Range (Hz) 

Low      High 

Best
Sensitivit

y (Hz) 
Reference 

Spotted 
seatrout 

Cynoscion 
nebulosus Generalist Ramcharitar 

et al., 2001 
Southern 
kingcroaker 

Menticirrhus 
americanus Generalist Ramcharitar 

et al., 2001 

Spot  Leiostomus
xanthurus 200 700 400 Ramcharitar 

et al., 2006a 

Black drum Pogonias cromis 100 800 100-500 
Ramcharitar 
and Popper, 
2004 

Weakfish Cynoscion 
regalis 200 2,000 500 Ramcharitar 

et al., 2006a 

Silver perch Bairdiella 
chrysoura 100 4,000 600-800 Ramcharitar 

et al., 2004 

Cubbyu Pareques 
acuminatus 100 2,000 400-

1,000 

Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 
1963 

Bluefin tuna Thunnus thynnus Generalist Song et al., 
2006 

Yellowfin 
tuna 

Thunnus 
albacares 500 1,100  Iversen, 

1967 

Kawakawa Euthynnus affinis 100 1,100 500 Iversen, 
1969 

Scombridae 

Albacores, 
bonitos, 
mackerels, 
tunas 

Skipjack 
tuna 

Katsuwonus 
pelamis Generalist Popper, 1977

Serranidae Seabasses, 
groupers Red hind Epinephelus 

guttatus 100 1,100 200 
Tavolga and 
Wodinsky,19
63 

Sparidae Porgies Pinfish Lagodon 
rhomboides 100 1,000 300 Tavolga, 

1974b 

Triglidae 

Scorpionfis
hes, 
searobins, 
sculpins 

Leopard 
searobin 

Prionotus 
scitulus 100 ~800 390 

Tavolga and 
Wodinsky, 
1963 

 
 
4 - Effects of Human-Generated Sound on Fish 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
There have been very few studies on the effects that human-generated sound may have on fish. 
These have been reviewed in a number of places (e.g., NRC, 1994, 2003; Popper, 2003; Popper 
et al., 2004; Hastings and Popper, 2005), and some more recent experimental studies have 
provided additional insight into the issues (e.g., Govoni et al., 2003; McCauley et al., 2003; 
Popper et al., 2005, 2007; Song et al., submitted). Most investigations, however, have been in the 
gray literature (non peer-reviewed reports – see Hastings and Popper, 2005 for an extensive 
critical review of this material). While some of these studies provide insight into effects of sound 
on fish, as mentioned earlier in this Report, the majority of the gray literature studies often lack 
appropriate controls, statistical rigor, and/or expert analysis of the results.  
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There are a wide range of potential effects on fish that range from no effect at all (e.g., the fish 
does not detect the sound or it “ignores” the sound) to immediate mortality. In between these 
extremes are a range of potential effects that parallel the potential effects on marine mammals 
that were illustrated by Richardson et al. (1995). These include, but may not be limited to:  
 

a. No effect behaviorally or physiologically: The animal may not detect the signal, or the 
signal is not one that would elicit any response from the fish. 

b. Small and inconsequential behavioral effects: Fish may show a temporary “awareness” of 
the presence of the sound but soon return to normal activities.  

c. Behavioral changes that result in the fish moving from its current site: This may involve 
leaving a feeding or breeding ground. This affect may be temporary, in that the fish 
return to the site after some period of time (perhaps after a period of acclimation or when 
the sound terminates), or permanent. 

d. Temporary loss of hearing (often called Temporary Threshold Shift – TTS): This 
recovers over minutes, hours, or days.  

e. Physical damage to auditory or non-auditory tissues (e.g., swim bladder, blood vessels, 
brain): The damage may be only temporary, and the tissue “heals” with little impact on 
fish survival, or it may be more long-term, permanent, or may result in death. Death from 
physical damage could be a direct effect of the tissue damage or the result of the fish 
being more subject to predation than a healthy individual. 

Studies on effects on hearing have generally been of two types. In one set of studies, the 
investigators exposed fish to long-term increases in background noise to determine if there are 
changes in hearing, growth, or survival of the fish. Such studies were directed at developing 
some understanding of how fish might be affected if they lived in an area with constant and 
increasing shipping or in the presence of a wind farm, or in areas where there are long-term 
acoustic tests. Other similar environments might be aquaculture facilities or large marine aquaria. 
In most of these studies examining long-term exposure, the sound intensity was well below any 
that might be expected to have immediate damage to fish (e.g., damage tissues such as the swim 
bladder or blood vessels).  
 
In the second type of studies, fish were exposed to short duration but high intensity signals such 
as might be found near a high intensity sonar, pile driving, or seismic airgun survey. The 
investigators in such studies were examining whether there was not only hearing loss and other 
long-term effects, but also short-term effects that could result in death to the exposed fish. 
 

4.2 Effects of Long-Duration Increases in Background Sounds on 
Fish

 
Effects of long-duration relatively low intensity sounds (e.g., below 170 – 180 dB re 1 �Pa 
received level ([RL]) indicate that there is little or no effect of long-term exposure on hearing 
generalists (e.g., Scholik and Yan, 2001; Amoser and Ladich, 2003; Smith et al., 2004a,b; 
Wysocki et al., 2007). The longest of these studies exposed young rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), to a level of noise equivalent to one that fish would experience in an aquaculture facility 
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(e.g., on the order of 150 dB re 1 �Pa RL) for about nine months. The investigators found no 
effect on hearing or on any other measures including growth and effects on the immune system 
as compared to fish raised at 110 dB re 1 �Pa RL. The sound level used in the study would be 
equivalent to ambient sound in the same environment without the presence of pumps and other 
noise sources of an aquaculture facility (Wysocki et al., 2007).  
 
Studies on hearing specialists have shown that there is some hearing loss after several days or 
weeks of exposure to increased background sounds, although the hearing loss seems to recover 
(e.g., Scholik and Yan, 2002; Smith et al., 2004b, 2006). Smith et al. (2004a, 2006) investigated 
the goldfish (Carassius auratus). They exposed fish to noise at 170 dB re 1 �Pa and there was a 
clear relationship between the level of the exposure sound and the amount of hearing loss. There 
was also a direct correlation of level of hearing loss and the duration of exposure, up to 24-hours, 
after which time the maximum hearing loss was found.   
 
Similarly, Wysocki and Ladich (2005) investigated the influence of noise exposure on the 
auditory sensitivity of two freshwater hearing specialists, the goldfish and the lined Raphael 
catfish (Platydoras costatus), and on a freshwater hearing generalist, a sunfish (Lepomis
gibbosus). Baseline thresholds showed greatest hearing sensitivity around 0.5 kHz in the goldfish 
and catfish and at 0.1 kHz in the sunfish. For the hearing specialists (goldfish and catfish), 
continuous white noise of 130 dB re 1 �Pa RL resulted in a significant threshold shift of 23 to 44 
dB. In contrast, the auditory thresholds in the hearing generalist (sunfish) declined by 7 to 11 dB.  
 
In summary, and while data are limited to a few freshwater species, it appears that some increase 
in ambient noise level, even to above 170 dB re 1 �Pa  does not permanently alter the hearing 
ability of the hearing generalist species studied, even if the increase in sound level is for an 
extended period of time.  However, this may not be the case for all hearing generalists, though it 
is likely that any temporary hearing loss in such species would be considerably less than for 
specialists receiving the same noise exposure. But, it is critical to note that more extensive data 
are needed on additional species, and if there are places where the ambient levels exceed 170 – 
180 dB, it would be important to do a quantitative study of effects of long-term sound exposure 
at these levels.  
 
It is also clear that there is a larger temporary hearing loss in hearing specialists. Again, however, 
extrapolation from the few freshwater species to other species (freshwater or marine) must be 
done with caution until there are data for a wider range of species, and especially species with 
other types of hearing specializations than those found in the species studied to date (all of which 
are otophysan fishes and have the same specializations to enhance hearing). 
 

4.3 Effects of High Intensity Sounds on Fish 

There is a small group of studies that discusses effects of high intensity sound on fish. However, 
as discussed in Hastings and Popper (2005), much of this literature has not been peer reviewed, 
and there are substantial issues with regard to the actual effects of these sounds on fish. More 
recently, however, there have been two studies of the effects of high intensity sound on fish that, 
using experimental approaches, provided insight into overall effects of these sounds on hearing 
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and on auditory and non-auditory tissues. One study tested effects of seismic airguns, a highly 
impulsive and intense sound source, while the other study examined the effects of SURTASS 
LFA sonar. Since these studies are the first that examined effects on hearing and physiology, 
they will be discussed in some detail. These studies not only provide important data, but also 
suggest ways in which future experiments need to be conducted. This discussion will be 
followed by a brief overview of other studies that have been done, some of which may provide a 
small degree of insight into potential effects of human-generated sound on fish. 
 
 
4.3.1 Effects of Seismic Airguns on Fish 

Popper et al. (2005; Song et al., submitted) examined the effects of exposure to a seismic airgun 
array on three species of fish found in the Mackenzie River Delta near Inuvik, Northwest 
Territories, Canada. The species included a hearing specialist, the lake chub (Couesius
plumbeus), and two hearing generalists, the northern pike (Esox lucius), and the broad whitefish 
(Coregonus nasus) (a salmonid). In this study, fish in cages were exposed to 5 or 20 shots from a 
730 in3 (12,000 cc) calibrated airgun array. And, unlike earlier studies, the received exposure 
levels were not only determined for RMS sound pressure level, but also for peak sound levels 
and for SELs (e.g., average mean peak SPL 207 dB re 1 �Pa RL; mean RMS sound level 197 dB 
re 1 �Pa RL; mean SEL 177  dB re 1 �Pa2s). 

 
The results showed a temporary hearing loss for both lake chub and northern pike, but not for the 
broad whitefish, to both 5 and 20 airgun shots. Hearing loss was on the order of 20 to 25 dB at 
some frequencies for both the northern pike and lake chub, and full recovery of hearing took 
place within 18 hours after sound exposure.  While a full pathological study was not conducted, 
fish of all three species survived the sound exposure and were alive more than 24 hours after 
exposure. Those fish of all three species had intact swim bladders and there was no apparent 
external or internal damage to other body tissues (e.g., no bleeding or grossly damaged tissues), 
although it is important to note that the observer in this case (unlike in the following LFA study) 
was not a trained pathologist. Recent examination of the ear tissues by an expert pathologist 
showed no damage to sensory hair cells in any of the fish exposed to sound (Song et al., 
submitted). 
 
A critical result of this study was that it demonstrated differences in the effects of airguns on the 
hearing thresholds of different species. In effect, these results substantiate the argument made by 
Hastings et al. (1996) and McCauley et al. (2003) that it is difficult to extrapolate between 
species with regard to the effects of intense sounds.  
 
 
4.3.2 Effects of SURTASS LFA Sonar on Fish 
 
Popper et al. (2007) studied the effect of SURTASS LFA on hearing, the structure of the ear, and 
select non-auditory systems in the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and channel catfish 
(Ictalurus punctatus) (also Halvorsen et al., 2006).  
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The SURTASS LFA sonar study was conducted in an acoustic free-field environment that 
enabled the investigators to have a calibrated sound source and to monitor the sound field 
throughout the experiments. In brief, experimental fish were placed in a test tank, lowered to 
depth, and exposed to LFA sonar for 324 or 648 seconds, an exposure duration that is far greater 
than any fish in the wild would get since, in the wild, the sound source is on a vessel moving past 
the far slower swimming fish. For a single tone, the maximum RL was approximately 193 dB re 
1 �Pa at 196 Hz and the level was uniform within the test tank to within approximately ±3 dB. 
The signals were produced by a single SURTASS LFA sonar transmitter giving an approximate 
source level of 215 dB.  Following exposure, hearing was measured in the test animals.  
Animals were also sacrificed for examination of auditory and non-auditory tissues to determine 
any non-hearing effects. All results from experimental animals were compared to results 
obtained from baseline control and control animals.   
 
A number of results came from this study. Most importantly, no fish died as a result of exposure 
to the experimental source signals. Fish all appeared healthy and active until they were sacrificed 
or returned to the fish farm from which they were purchased. In addition, the study employed the 
expertise of an expert fish pathologist who used double-blind methods to analyze the tissues of 
the fish exposed to the sonar source, and compared these to control animals. The results clearly 
showed that there were no pathological effects from sound exposure including no effects on all 
major body tissues (brain, swim bladder, heart, liver, gonads, blood, etc.). There was no damage 
to the swim bladder and no bleeding as a result of LFA sonar exposure. Furthermore, there were 
no short- or long-term effects on ear tissue (Popper et al., 2007 for figures; also Kane et al., in 
prep.).  
 
Moreover, behavior of caged fish after sound exposure was no different than that prior to tests. It 
is critical to note, however, that behavior of fish in a cage in no way suggests anything about 
how fish would respond to a comparable signal in the wild. Just as the behavior of humans 
exposed to a noxious stimulus might show different behavior if in a closed room as compared to 
being out-of-doors, it is likely that the behaviors shown by fish to stimuli will also differ, 
depending upon their environment.  
 
The study also incorporated effects of sound exposure on hearing both immediately post 
exposure and for several days thereafter to determine if there were any long-term effects, or if 
hearing loss showed up at some point post exposure. Catfish and some specimens of rainbow 
trout showed 10-20 dB of hearing loss immediately after exposure to the LFA sonar when 
compared to baseline and control animals; however another group of rainbow trout showed no 
hearing loss. Recovery in trout took at least 48 hours, but studies could not be completed. The 
different results between rainbow trout groups is difficult to understand, but may be due to 
developmental or genetic differences in the various groups of fish. Catfish hearing returned to, or 
close to, normal within about 24 hours.  
 
 
4.3.3 Additional Sonar Data 
 
While there are no other data on the effects of sonar on fish, there are two recent unpublished 
reports of some relevance since it examined the effects on fish of a mid-frequency sonar (1.5 to 
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6.5 kHz) on larval and juvenile fish of several species (Jørgensen et al., 2005; Kvadsheim and 
Sevaldsen, 2005).  In this study, larval and juvenile fish were exposed to simulated sonar signals 
in order to investigate potential effects on survival, development, and behavior. The study used 
herring (Clupea harengus) (standard lengths 2 to 5 cm), Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) (standard 
length 2 and 6 cm), saithe (Pollachius virens) (4 cm), and spotted wolffish (Anarhichas minor)
(4 cm) at different developmental stages.  
 
Fish were placed in plastic bags 3 m from the sonar source and exposed to between four and 100 
pulses of 1-second duration of pure tones at 1.5, 4 and 6.5 kHz. Sound levels at the location of 
the fish ranged from 150 to 189 dB. There were no effects on fish behavior during or after 
exposure to sound (other than some startle or panic movements by herring for sounds at 1.5 kHz) 
and there were no effects on behavior, growth (length and weight), or survival of fish kept as 
long as 34 days post exposure. All exposed animals were compared to controls that received 
similar treatment except for actual exposure to the sound.  Excellent pathology of internal organs 
showed no damage as a result of sound exposure. The only exception to almost full survival was 
exposure of two groups of herring tested with sound pressure levels (SPLs) of 189 dB, where 
there was a post-exposure mortality of 20 to 30 percent. While these were statistically significant 
losses, it is important to note that this sound level was only tested once and so it is not known if 
this increased mortality was due to the level of the test signal or to other unknown factors. 
 
In a follow-up unpublished analysis of these data, Kvadsheim and Sevaldsen (2005) sought to 
understand whether the mid-frequency continuous wave (CW) signals used by Jørgensen et al. 
(2005) would have a significant impact on larvae and juveniles in the wild exposed to this sonar. 
The investigators concluded that the extent of damage/death induced by the sonar would be 
below the level of loss of larval and juvenile fish from natural causes, and so no concerns should 
be raised. The only issue they did suggest needs to be considered is when the CW signal is at the 
resonance frequency of the swim bladders of small clupeids. If this is the case, the investigators 
predict (based on minimal data that is in need of replication) that such sounds might increase the 
mortality of small clupeids that have swim bladders that would resonate. 
 
 
4.3.4 Other High Intensity Sources 
 
A number of other sources have been examined for potential effects on fish. These have been 
critically and thoroughly reviewed recently by Hastings and Popper (2005) and so only brief 
mention will be made of a number of such studies.   
 
One of the sources of most concern is pile driving, as occurs during the building of bridges, 
piers, off-shore wind farms, and the like. There have been a number of studies that suggest that 
the sounds from pile driving, and particularly from driving of larger piles, kill fish that are very 
close to the source. The source levels in such cases often exceed 230 dB re 1 �Pa (peak) and 
there is some evidence of tissue damage accompanying exposure (e.g., Caltrans, 2001, 2004; 
reviewed in Hastings and Popper, 2005). However, there is reason for concern in analysis of such 
data since, in many cases the only dead fish that were observed were those that came to the 
surface. It is not clear whether fish that did not come to the surface survived the exposure to the 
sounds, or died and were carried away by currents.   
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There are also a number of gray literature experimental studies that placed fish in cages at 
different distances from the pile driving operations and attempted to measure mortality and tissue 
damage as a result of sound exposure. However, in most cases the studies’ (e.g., Caltrans, 2001, 
2004; Abbott et al., 2002, 2005; Nedwell et al., 2003) work was done with few or no controls, 
and the behavioral and histopathological observations done very crudely (the exception being 
Abbott et al., 2005). As a consequence of these limited and unpublished data, it is not possible to 
know the real effects of pile driving on fish. 

In a widely cited unpublished report, Turnpenny et al. (1994) examined the behavior of three 
species of fish in a pool in response to different sounds. While this report has been cited 
repeatedly as being the basis for concern about the effects of human-generated sound on fish, 
there are substantial issues with the work that make the results unusable for helping understand 
the potential effects of any sound on fish, including mid- and high-frequency sounds.  The 
problem with this study is that there was a complete lack of calibration of the sound field at 
different frequencies and depths in the test tank, as discussed in detail in Hastings and Popper 
(2005).  The issue is that in enclosed chambers that have an interface with air, such as tanks and 
pools used by Turnpenny et al., the sound field is known to be very complex and will change 
significantly with frequency and depth. Thus, it is impossible to know the stimulus that was 
actually received by the fish. Moreover, the work done by Turnpenny et al. was not replicated by 
the investigators even within the study, and so it is not known if the results were artifact, or were 
a consequence of some uncalibrated aspects of the sound field that cannot be related, in any way, 
to human-generated high intensity sounds in the field, at any frequency range. 
 
Several additional studies have examined effects of high intensity sounds on the ear. While there 
was no effect on ear tissue in either the SURTASS LFA study (Popper et al., 2007) or the study 
of effects of seismic airguns on hearing (Popper et al., 2005; Song et al., submitted), three earlier 
studies suggested that there may be some loss of sensory hair cells due to high intensity sources. 
However, none of these studies concurrently investigated effects on hearing or non-auditory 
tissues. Enger (1981) showed some loss of sensory cells after exposure to pure tones in the 
Atlantic cod. A similar result was shown for the lagena of the oscar (Astronotus oscellatus), a 
cichlid fish, after an hour of continuous exposure (Hastings et al., 1996). In neither study was the 
hair cell loss more than a relatively small percent of the total sensory hair cells in the hearing 
organs.   
 
Most recently, McCauley et al. (2003) showed loss of a small percent of sensory hair cells in the 
saccule (the only end organ studied) of the pink snapper (Pagrus auratus), and this loss 
continued to increase (but never to become a major proportion of sensory cells) for up to at least 
53 days post exposure.  It is not known if this hair cell loss, or the ones in the Atlantic cod or 
oscar, would result in hearing loss since fish have tens or even hundreds of thousands of sensory 
hair cells in each otolithic organ (Popper and Hoxter, 1984; Lombarte and Popper, 1994) and 
only a small portion were affected by the sound.  The question remains as to why McCauley et 
al. (2003) found damage to sensory hair cells while Popper et al. (2005) did not. The problem is 
that there are so many differences in the studies, including species, precise sound source, 
spectrum of the sound (the Popper et al. 2005 study was in relatively shallow water with poor 
low-frequency propagation), that it is hard to even speculate.  
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Beyond these studies, there have also been questions raised as to the effects of other sound 
sources such as shipping, wind farm operations, and the like. However, there are limited or no 
data on actual effects of the sounds produced by these sources on any aspect of fish biology. 
 
 
4.3.4 Intraspecific Variation in Effects 
 
One unexpected finding in several of the recent studies is that there appears to be variation in the 
effects of sound, and on hearing, that may be a correlated with environment, developmental 
history, or even genetics.  
 
During the aforementioned LFA sonar study on rainbow trout, Popper et al. (2007) found that 
some fish showed a hearing loss, but other animals, obtained a year later but from the same 
supplier and handled precisely as the fish used in the earlier part of the study, showed no hearing 
loss. The conclusion reached by Popper et al. (2007) was that the differences in responses may 
have been related to differences in genetic stock or some aspect of early development in the two 
groups of fish studied.  
 
The idea of a developmental effect was strengthened by findings of Wysocki et al. (2007) who 
found differences in hearing sensitivity of rainbow trout that were from the same genetic stock, 
but that were treated slightly differently in the egg stage. This is further supported by studies on 
hatchery-reared Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) which showed that some animals 
from the same stock and age class had statistical differences in their hearing capabilities that was 
statistically correlated with differences in otolith structure (Oxman et al., 2007). While a clear 
correlation could not be made between these differences in otolith structure and specific factors, 
there is strong reason to believe that the differences resulted from environmental effects during 
development. 
 
The conclusion one must reach from these findings is that there is not only variation in effects of 
intense sound sources on different species, but that there may also be differences based on 
genetics or development. Indeed, one can go even further and suggest that there may ultimately 
be differences in effects of sound on fish (or lack of effects) that are related to fish age as well as 
development and genetics since it was shown by Popper et al. (2005) that identical seismic 
airgun exposures had very different effects on hearing in young-of-the-year northern pike and 
sexually mature animals. 
 

4.4 Effects of Anthropogenic Sound on Behavior 

There have been very few studies of the effects of anthropogenic sounds on the behavior of wild 
(unrestrained) fishes. This includes not only immediate effects on fish that are close to the source 
but also effects on fish that are further from the source.  
 
Several studies have demonstrated that human-generated sounds may affect the behavior of at 
least a few species of fish. Engås et al. (1996) and Engås and Løkkeborg (2002) examined 
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movement of fish during and after a seismic airgun study although they were not able to actually 
observe the behavior of fish per se. Instead, they measured catch rate of haddock and Atlantic 
cod as an indicator of fish behavior. These investigators found that there was a significant 
decline in catch rate of haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) and Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 
that lasted for several days after termination of airgun use. Catch rate subsequently returned to 
normal. The conclusion reached by the investigators was that the decline in catch rate resulted 
from the fish moving away from the fishing site as a result of the airgun sounds. However, the 
investigators did not actually observe behavior, and it is possible that the fish just changed depth. 
Another alternative explanation is that the airguns actually killed the fish in the area, and the 
return to normal catch rate occurred because of other fish entering the fishing areas.  
 
More recent work from the same group (Slotte et al., 2004) showed parallel results for several 
additional pelagic species including blue whiting and Norwegian spring spawning herring.24  
However, unlike earlier studies from this group, Slotte et al. used fishing sonar to observe 
behavior of the local fish schools. They reported that fishes in the area of the airguns appeared to 
go to greater depths after the airgun exposure compared to their vertical position prior to the 
airgun usage.  Moreover, the abundance of animals 30-50 km away from the ensonification 
increased, suggesting that migrating fish would not enter the zone of seismic activity.  It should 
be pointed out that the results of these studies have been refuted by Gausland (2003) who, in a 
non peer-reviewed study, suggested that catch decline was from factors other than exposure to 
airguns and that the data were not statistically different than the normal variation in catch rates 
over several seasons. 
 
Similarly Skalski et al. (1992) showed a 52% decrease in rockfish (Sebastes sp.) catch when the 
area of catch was exposed to a single airgun emission at 186-191 dB re 1 �Pa (mean peak level) 
(see also Pearson et al., 1987, 1992). They also demonstrated that fishes would show a startle 
response to sounds as low as 160 dB, but this level of sound did not appear to elicit decline in 
catch. 
 
Wardle et al. (2001) used a video system to examine the behaviors of fish and invertebrates on a 
coral reef in response to emissions from seismic airguns that were carefully calibrated and 
measured to have a peak level of 210 dB re 1 μPa at 16 m from the source and 195 dB re 1 μPa 
at 109 m from the source. They found no substantial or permanent changes in the behavior of the 
fish or invertebrates on the reef throughout the course of the study, and no animals appeared to 
leave the reef.  There was no indication of any observed damage to the animals.  
 
Culik et al. (2001) and Gearin et al. (2000) studied how noise may affect fish behavior by 
looking at the effects of mid-frequency sound produced by acoustic devices designed to deter 
marine mammals from gillnet fisheries. Gearin et al. (2000) studied responses of adult sockeye 
salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) and sturgeon (Acipenser sp.) to pinger sounds. They found that 
fish did not exhibit any reaction or behavior change to the onset of the sounds of pingers that 
produced broadband energy with peaks at 2 kHz or 20 kHz. This demonstrated that the alarm 
was either inaudible to the salmon and sturgeon, or that neither species was disturbed by the mid-

                                                 
24 Scientific names for neither species was given in publication. 
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frequency sound (Gearin et al., 2000). Based on hearing threshold data (Table 1), it is highly 
likely that the salmonids did not hear the sounds.25   
 
Culik et al. (2001) did a very limited number of experiments to determine catch rate of herring 
(Clupea harengus) in the presence of pingers producing sounds that overlapped the frequency 
range of hearing of herring (2.7 kHz to over 160 kHz26). They found no change in catch rate in 
gill nets with or without the higher frequency (> 20 kHz) sounds present, although there was an 
increase in catch rate with the signals from 2.7 kHz to 19 kHz (a different source than the higher 
frequency source). The results could mean that the fish did not “pay attention” to the higher 
frequency sound or that they did not hear it, but that lower frequency sounds may be attractive to 
fish. At the same time, it should be noted that there were no behavioral observations on the fish, 
and so how the fish actually responded when they detected the sound is not known. 
 

4.5 Masking 

Any sound detectable by a fish can have an impact on behavior by preventing the fish from 
hearing biologically important sounds including those produced by prey or predators (Myrberg, 
1980; Popper et al., 2003). This inability to perceive biologically relevant sounds as a result of 
the presence of other sounds is called masking. Masking may take place whenever the received 
level of a signal heard by an animal exceeds ambient noise levels or the hearing threshold of the 
animal. Masking is found among all vertebrate groups, and the auditory system in all vertebrates, 
including fishes, is capable of limiting the effects of masking signals, especially when they are in 
a different frequency range than the signal of biological relevance (Fay, 1988; Fay and Megela-
Simmons, 1999).  
 
One of the problems with existing fish masking data is that the bulk of the studies have been 
done with goldfish, a freshwater hearing specialist. The data on other species are much less 
extensive. As a result, less is known about masking in non-specialist and marine species. 
Tavolga (1974a, b) studied the effects of noise on pure-tone detection in two non-specialists and 
found that the masking effect was generally a linear function of masking level, independent of 
frequency. In addition, Buerkle (1968, 1969) studied five frequency bandwidths for Atlantic cod 
in the 20 to 340 Hz region and showed masking in all hearing ranges. Chapman and Hawkins 
(1973) found that ambient noise at higher sea states in the ocean have masking effects in cod, 
haddock, and Pollock, and similar results were suggested for several sciaenid species by 
Ramcharitar and Popper (2004). Thus, based on limited data, it appears that for fish, as for 
mammals, masking may be most problematic in the frequency region of the signal of the masker. 
Thus, for mid-frequency sonars, which are well outside the range of hearing of most all fish 
species, there is little likelihood of masking taking place for biologically relevant signals to fish 
since the fish will not hear the masker. 
 
There have been a few field studies which may suggest that masking could have an impact on 
wild fish. Gannon et al. (2005) showed that bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) move 
                                                 
25 Unpublished work in the laboratory of the author of this Report also indicates that these sounds are undetectable 
by sturgeon. 
26 Two different devices were used, one with a range of 2.7 to 19 kHz and another with a range of 20 to 160 kHz. 
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toward acoustic playbacks of the vocalization of Gulf toadfish (Opsanus beta). Bottlenose 
dolphins employ a variety of vocalizations during social communication including low-
frequency pops. Toadfish may be able to best detect the low-frequency pops since their hearing 
is best below 1 kHz, and there is some indication that toadfish have reduced levels of calling 
when bottlenose dolphins approach (Remage-Healey et al., 2006). Silver perch have also been 
shown to decrease calls when exposed to playbacks of dolphin whistles mixed with other 
biological sounds (Luczkovich et al., 2000). Results of the Luczkovich et al. (2000) study, 
however, must be viewed with caution because it is not clear what sound may have elicited the 
silver perch response (Ramcharitar et al., 2006a). 
 
Of considerable concern is that human-generated sounds could mask the ability of fish to use 
communication sounds, especially when the fish are communicating over some distance.  In 
effect, the masking sound may limit the distance over which fish can communicate, thereby 
having an impact on important components of the behavior of fish. For example, the sciaenids, 
which are primarily inshore species, are probably the most active sound producers among fish, 
and the sounds produced by males are used to “call” females to breeding sights (Ramcharitar et 
al., 2001; reviewed in Ramcharitar et al., 2006a). If the females are not able to hear the 
reproductive sounds of the males, this could have a significant impact on the reproductive 
success of a population of sciaenids.  
 
Also potentially vulnerable to masking is navigation by larval fish, although the data to support 
such an idea are still exceedingly limited. There is indication that larvae of some species may 
have the potential to navigate to juvenile and adult habitat by listening for sounds emitted from a 
reef (either due to animal sounds or non-biological sources such as surf action) (e.g., Higgs, 
2005). In a study of an Australian reef system, the sound signature emitted from fish choruses 
was between 0.8 and 1.6 kHz (Cato, 1978) and could be detected by hydrophones 5 to 8 km (3 to 
4 NM) from the reef (McCauley and Cato, 2000). This bandwidth is within the detectable 
bandwidth of adults and larvae of the few species of reef fish that have been studied (Kenyon, 
1996; Myrberg, 1980). At the same time, it has not been demonstrated conclusively that sound, 
or sound alone, is an attractant of larval fish to a reef, and the number of species tested has been 
very limited. Moreover, there is also evidence that larval fish may be using other kinds of 
sensory cues, such as chemical signals, instead of, or alongside of, sound (e.g., Atema et al., 
2002; Higgs et al., 2005).   
 
Finally, it should be noted that even if a masker prevents a larval (or any) fish from hearing 
biologically relevant sounds for a short period of time (e.g., while a sonar-emitting ship is 
passing), this may have no biological effect on the fish since they would be able to detect the 
relevant sounds before and after the masking, and thus would likely be able to find the source of 
the sounds. 
 

4.6 Stress 
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Although an increase in background sound may cause stress in humans,27 there have been few 
studies on fish (e.g., Smith et al., 2004a; Remage-Healey et al., 2006; Wysocki et al., 2006, 
2007). There is some indication of physiological effects on fish such as a change in hormone 
levels and altered behavior in some (Pickering, 1981; Smith et al., 2004a, b), but not all, species 
tested to date (e.g., Wysocki et al., 2007). Sverdrup et al., 1994 found that Atlantic salmon 
subjected to up to 10 explosions to simulate seismic blasts released primary stress hormones, 
adrenaline and cortisol, as a biochemical response. There was no mortality. All experimental 
subjects returned to their normal physiological levels within 72 hours of exposure. Since stress 
affects human health, it seems reasonable that stress from loud sound may impact fish health, but 
available information is too limited to adequately address the issue.  
 
 
4.7 Eggs and Larvae 
 
One additional area of concern is whether high intensity sounds may have an impact on eggs and 
larvae of fish. Eggs and larvae do not move very much and so must be considered as a stationary 
object with regard to a moving navy sound source. Thus, the time for impact of sound is 
relatively small since there is no movement relative to the navy vessel. 
 
There have been few studies on effects of sound on eggs and larvae (reviewed extensively in 
Hastings and Popper, 2005) and there are no definitive conclusions to be reached. At the same 
time, many of the studies have used non-acoustic mechanical signals such as dropping the eggs 
and larvae or subjecting them to explosions (e.g., Jensen and Alderice 1983, 1989; Dwyer et al., 
1993).  Other studies have placed the eggs and/or larvae in very small chambers (e.g., Banner 
and Hyatt, 1973) where the acoustics are not suitable for comparison with what might happen in 
a free sound field (and even in the small chambers, results are highly equivocal).   
 
Several studies did examine effects of sounds on fish eggs and larvae. One non peer-reviewed 
study using sounds from 115-140 dB (re 1 μPa, peak) on eggs and embryos in Lake Pend Oreille 
(Idaho) reported normal survival or hatching, but few data were provided to evaluate the results 
(Bennett et al., 1994).  In another study, Kostyuchenko (1973) reported damage to eggs of 
several marine species at up to 20 m from a source designed to mimic seismic airguns, but few 
data were given as to effects.  Similarly, Booman et al. (1996) investigated the effects of seismic 
airguns on eggs, larvae, and fry and found significant mortality in several different marine 
species (Atlantic cod, saithe, herring) at a variety of ages, but only when the specimens were 
within about 5 m of the source. The most substantial effects were to fish that were within 1.4 m 
of the source.  While the authors suggested damage to some cells such as those of the lateral line, 
few data were reported and the study is in need of replication. Moreover, it should be noted that 
the eggs and larvae were very close to the airgun array, and at such close distances the particle 
velocity of the signal would be exceedingly large. However, the received sound pressure and 
particle velocity were not measured in this study. 
 

                                                 
27 The data here are very complex, and there are many variables in understanding how sound may stress humans, or 
any animal. The variables include sound level, duration, frequency spectrum, physiological state of the animal, and 
innumerable other factors. Thus, extrapolation from human stress effects to other organisms is highly problematic 
and should be done with only the most extreme caution.  
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4.8 Conclusions - Effects 

The data obtained to date on effects of sound on fish are very limited both in terms of number of 
well-controlled studies and in number of species tested. Moreover, there are significant limits in 
the range of data available for any particular type of sound source. And finally, most of the data 
currently available has little to do with actual behavior of fish in response to sound in their 
normal environment. There is also almost nothing known about stress effects of any kind(s) of 
sound on fish.  
 
 
4.8.1  Mortality and Damage to Non-auditory Tissues 
 
The results to date show only the most limited mortality, and then only when fish are very close 
to an intense sound source. Thus, whereas there is evidence that fish within a few meters of a pile 
driving operation will potentially be killed, very limited data (and data from poorly designed 
experiments) suggest that fish further from the source are not killed, and may not be harmed. It 
should be noted, however, that these and other studies showing mortality (to any sound source) 
need to be extended and replicated in order to understand the effects of the most intense sound 
on fish.  
 
It is also becoming a bit clearer (again, albeit from very few studies) that those species of fish 
tested at a distance from the source where the sound level is below source level, show no 
mortality and possibly no long-term effects.  Of course, it is recognized that it is very difficult to 
extrapolate from the data available (e.g., Popper et al., 2005, 2007) since only a few sound types 
have been tested, and even within a single sound type there have to be questions about effects of 
multiple exposures and duration of exposure. Still, the results to date are of considerable interest 
and importance, and clearly show that exposure to many types of loud sounds may have little or 
no affect on fish. And, if one considers that the vast majority of fish exposed to a loud sound are 
probably some distance from a source, where the sound level has attenuated considerably, one 
can start to predict that only a very small number of animals in a large population will ever be 
killed or damaged by sounds. 
 
 
4.8.2 Effects on Fish Behavior 
 
The more critical issue, however, is the effect of human-generated sound on the behavior of wild 
animals, and whether exposure to the sounds will alter the behavior of fish in a manner that will 
affect its way of living – such as where it tries to find food or how well it can find a mate.  With 
the exception of just a few field studies, there are no data on behavioral effects, and most of these 
studies are very limited in scope and all are related to seismic airguns. Because of the limited 
ways in which behavior of fish in these studies were “observed” (often by doing catch rates, 
which tell nothing about how fish really react to a sound), there really are no data on the most 
critical questions regarding behavior. 
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Indeed, the fundamental questions are how fish behave during and after exposure to a sound as 
compared to their “normal” pre-exposure behavior. This requires observations of a large number 
of animals over a large area for a considerable period of time before and after exposure to sound 
sources, as well as during exposure.  Only with such data is it possible to tell how sounds affect 
overall behavior (including movement) of animals. 
 
 
4.8.3 Increased Background Sound 

In addition to questions about how fish movements change in response to sounds, there are also 
questions as to whether any increase in background sound has an effect on more subtle aspects of 
behavior, such as the ability of a fish to hear a potential mate or predator, or to glean information 
about its general environment.  There is a body of literature that shows that the sound detection 
ability of fish can be “masked” by the presence of other sounds within the range of hearing of the 
fish.  Just as a human has trouble hearing another person as the room they are in gets noisier, it is 
likely that the same effect occurs for fish (as well as all other animals).  In effect, acoustic 
communication and orientation of fish may potentially be restricted by noise regimes in their 
environment that are within the hearing range of the fish.  
 
While it is possible to suggest behavioral effects on fish, there have been few laboratory, and no 
field, studies to show the nature of any effects of increased background noise on fish behavior. 
At the same time, it is clear from the literature on masking in fish, as for other vertebrates, that 
the major effect on hearing is when the added sound is within the hearing range of the animal. 
Moreover, the bulk of the masking effect is at frequencies around that of the masker. Thus, a 2 
kHz masker will only mask detection of sounds around 2 kHz, and a 500 Hz masker will 
primarily impact hearing in a band around 500 Hz. 
 
As a consequence, if there is a background sound of 2 kHz, as might be expected from some 
mid-frequency sonars, and the fish in question does not hear at that frequency, there will be no 
masking, and no affect on any kind of behavior.  Moreover, since the bulk of fish communication 
sounds are well below 1 kHz (e.g., Zelick et al., 1999), even if a fish is exposed to a 2 kHz 
masker which affects hearing at around 2 kHz, detection of biologically relevant sounds (e.g., of 
mates) will not be masked.  
 
Indeed, many of the human-generated sounds in the marine environment are outside the 
detection range of most species of marine fish studied to date (see Fig. 1, page 8, and Table 1, 
page 18).  In particular, it appears that the majority of marine species have hearing ranges that 
are well below the frequencies of the mid- and high-frequency range of the operational sonars 
used in Navy exercises, and therefore, the sound sources do not have the potential to mask key 
environmental sounds. The few fish species that have been shown to be able to detect mid- and 
high-frequencies, such as the clupeids (herrings, shads, and relatives), do not have their best 
sensitivities in the range of the operational sonars. Additionally, vocal marine fish largely 
communicate below the range of mid- and high-frequency levels used in Navy exercises. 
 
 
4.8.4 Implications of Temporary Hearing Loss (TTS) 
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Another related issue is the impact of temporary hearing loss, referred to as temporary threshold 
shift (TTS), on fish. This effect has been demonstrated in several fish species where investigators 
used  exposure to either long-term increased background levels (e.g., Smith et al., 2004a) or 
intense, but short-term, sounds (e.g., Popper et al., 2005), as discussed above.  At the same time, 
there is no evidence of permanent hearing loss (e.g., deafness), often referred to in the 
mammalian literature as permanent threshold shift (PTS), in fish. Indeed, unlike in mammals 
where deafness often occurs as a result of the death and thus permanent loss of sensory hair cells, 
sensory hair cells of the ear in fish are replaced after they are damaged or killed (Lombarte et al., 
1993; Smith et al., 2006). As a consequence, any hearing loss in fish may be as temporary as the 
time course needed to repair or replace the sensory cells that were damaged or destroyed (e.g., 
Smith et al., 2006). 
 
TTS in fish, as in mammals, is defined as a recoverable hearing loss. Generally there is recovery 
to normal hearing levels, but the time-course for recovery depends on the intensity and duration 
of the TTS-evoking signal. There are no data that allows one to “model” expected TTS in fish for 
different signals, and developing such a model will require far more data than currently 
available. Moreover, the data would have to be from a large number of fish species since there is 
so much variability in hearing capabilities and in auditory structure.  
 
A fundamentally critical question regarding TTS is how much the temporary loss of hearing 
would impact survival of fish. During a period of hearing loss, fish will potentially be less 
sensitive to sounds produced by predators or prey, or to other acoustic information about their 
environment. The question then becomes how much TTS is behaviorally significant for survival. 
However, there have yet to be any studies that examine this issue. 
 
At the same time, the majority of marine fish species are hearing generalists and so cannot hear 
mid- and high-frequency sonar. Thus, there is little or no likelihood of there being TTS as a 
result of exposure to these sonars, or any other source above 1.5 kHz.  It is possible that mid-
frequency sonars are detectable by some hearing specialists such as a number of sciaenid species 
and clupeids. However, the likelihood of TTS in these species is small since the duration of 
exposure of animals to a moving source is probably very low since exposure to a maximum 
sound level (generally well below the source level) would only be for a few seconds as the navy 
vessel moves by. 
 
 
4.8.5 Stress 

While the major questions on effects of sound relate to behavior of fish in the wild, a more subtle 
issue is whether the sounds potentially affect the animal through increased stress. In effect, even 
when there are no apparent direct effects on fish as manifest by hearing loss, tissue damage, or 
changes in behavior, it is possible that there are more subtle effects on the endocrine or immune 
systems that could, over a long period of time, decrease the survival or reproductive success of 
animals. While there have been a few studies that have looked at things such as cortisol levels in 
response to sound, these studies have been very limited in scope and in species studied.   
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4.8.6 Eggs and Larvae 
 
Finally, while eggs and larvae must be of concern, the few studies of the effects of sounds on 
eggs and larvae do not lead to any conclusions with how sound would impact survival. And of 
the few potentially useful studies, most were done with sources that are very different than sonar. 
Instead, they employed seismic airguns or mechanical shock.  While a few results suggest some 
potential effects on eggs and larvae, such studies need to be replicated and designed to ask direct 
questions about whether sounds, and particularly mid- and high-frequency sounds, would have 
any potential impact on eggs and larvae. 
 
 
5 - Explosives and Other Impulsive Signals 
 
5.1  Effects of Impulsive Sounds 

There are few studies on the effects of impulsive sounds on fish, and no studies that incorporated 
mid- or high-frequency signals. The most comprehensive studies using impulsive sounds are 
from seismic airguns, as discussed on page 24 (e.g., Popper et al., 2005; Song et al., submitted). 
Additional studies have included those on pile driving (reviewed in Hastings and Popper, 2005) 
and explosives (e.g., Yelverton et al., 1975; Keevin et al., 1997; Govoni et al., 2003; reviewed in 
Hastings and Popper, 2005).  
 
As discussed earlier in this report, the airgun studies on very few species resulted in a small 
hearing loss in several species, with complete recovery within 18 hours (Popper et al., 2005). 
Other species showed no hearing loss with the same exposure. There appeared to be no effects 
on the structure of the ear (Song et al., submitted), and a limited examination of non-auditory 
tissues, including the swim bladder, showed no apparent damage (Popper et al., 2005). One other 
study of effects of an airgun exposure showed some damage to the sensory cells of the ear 
(McCauley et al., 2003), but it is hard to understand the differences between the two studies. 
However, the two studies had different methods of exposing fish, and used different species.  
There are other studies that have demonstrated some behavioral effects on fish during airgun 
exposure used in seismic exploration (e.g., Pearson et al., 1987, 1992; Engås et al., 1996; Engås 
and Løkkeborg, 2002; Slotte et al., 2004), but the data are limited and it would be very difficult 
to extrapolate to other species, as well as to other sound sources.  
 
 
5.2 Explosive Sources 
 
A number of studies have examined the effects of explosives on fish. These are reviewed in 
detail in Hastings and Popper (2005). One of the real problems with these studies is that they are 
highly variable and so extrapolation from one study to another, or to other sources, such as those 
used by the Navy, is not really possible.  While many of these studies show that fish are killed if 
they are near the source, and there are some suggestions that there is a correlation between size 
of the fish and death (Yelverton et al., 1975), little is known about the very important issues of 
non-mortality damage in the short- and long-term, and nothing is known about effects on 
behavior of fish.  
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The major issue in explosives is that the gas oscillations induced in the swim bladder or other air 
bubble in fishes caused by high sound pressure levels can potentially result in tearing or 
rupturing of the chamber. This has been suggested to occur in some (but not all) species in 
several gray literature unpublished reports on effects of explosives (e.g., Aplin, 1947; Coker and 
Hollis, 1950; Gaspin, 1975; Yelverton et al., 1975), whereas other published studies do not show 
such rupture (e.g., the very well done peer reviewed study by Govoni et al., 2003).  Key 
variables that appear to control the physical interaction of sound with fishes include the size of 
the fish relative to the wavelength of sound, mass of the fish, anatomical variation, and location 
of the fish in the water column relative to the sound source (e.g., Yelverton et al., 1975; Govoni 
et al., 2003).   

 
Explosive blast pressure waves consist of an extremely high peak pressure with very rapid rise 
times (< 1 ms).  Yelverton et al. (1975) exposed eight different species of freshwater fish to 
blasts of 1-lb spheres of Pentolite in an artificial pond. The test specimens ranged from 0.02 g 
(guppy) to 744 g (large carp) body mass and included small and large animals from each species.  
The fish were exposed to blasts having extremely high peak overpressures with varying impulse 
lengths.  The investigators found what appears to be a direct correlation between body mass and 
the magnitude of the “impulse,” characterized by the product of peak overpressure and the time it 
took the overpressure to rise and fall back to zero (units in psi-ms), which caused 50% mortality 
(see Hastings and Popper, 2005 for detailed analysis).  

 
One issue raised by Yelverton et al. (1975) was whether there was a difference in lethality 
between fish which have their swim bladders connected by a duct to the gut and fish which do 
not have such an opening.28 The issue is that it is potentially possible that a fish with such a 
connection could rapidly release gas from the swim bladder on compression, thereby not 
increasing its internal pressure.  However, Yelverton et al. (1975) found no correlation between 
lethal effects on fish and the presence or lack of connection to the gut.   
 
While these data suggest that fishes with both types of swim bladders are affected in the same 
way by explosive blasts, this may not be the case for other types of sounds, and especially those 
with longer rise or fall times that would allow time for a biomechanical response of the swim 
bladder (Hastings and Popper, 2005). Moreover, there is some evidence that the effects of 
explosives on fishes without a swim bladder are less than those on fishes with a swim bladder 
(e.g., Gaspin, 1975; Geortner et al., 1994; Keevin et al., 1997). Thus, if internal damage is, even 
in part, an indirect result of swim bladder (or other air bubble) damage, fishes without this organ 
may show very different secondary effects after exposure to high sound pressure levels. Still, it 
must be understood that the data on effects of impulsive sources and explosives on fish are 
limited in number and quality of the studies, and in the diversity of fish species studied. Thus, 
extrapolation from the few studies available to other species or other devices must be done with 
the utmost caution. 

 

                                                 
28 Fish with the swim bladder connected to the gut “gulp” air from the surface to fill the swim bladder, and can 
quickly release air via that route when there are pressure changes. Fishes without such a connection have no way of 
quickly releasing gas when there is a rapid change in pressure, and this leads to the hypothesis that the change in 
pressure could burst the swim bladder. 
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In a more recent published report, Govoni et al. (2003) found damage to a number of organs in 
juvenile pinfish (Lagodon rhomboids) and spot (Leiostomus xanthurus) when they were exposed 
to submarine detonations at a distance of 3.6 m, and most of the effects, according to the authors, 
were sublethal. Effects on other organ systems that would be considered irreversible (and 
presumably lethal) only occurred in a small percentage of fish exposed to the explosives. 
Moreover, there was virtually no effect on the same sized animals when they were at a distance 
of 7.5 m, and more pinfish than spot were affected.
 
Based upon currently available data it is not possible to predict specific effects of Navy 
impulsive sources on fish.  At the same time, there are several results that are at least suggestive 
of potential effects that result in death or damage. First, there are data from impulsive sources 
such as pile driving and seismic airguns that indicate that any mortality declines with distance, 
presumably because of lower signal levels. Second, there is also evidence from studies of 
explosives (Yelverton et al. 1975) that smaller animals are more affected than larger animals. 
Finally, there is also some evidence that fish without an air bubble, such as flatfish and sharks 
and rays, are less likely to be affected by explosives and other sources than are fish with a swim 
bladder or other air bubble. 
 
Yet, as indicated for other sources, the evidence of short- and long-term behavioral effects, as 
defined by changes in fish movement, etc., is non-existent. Thus, we still do not know if the 
presence of an explosion or an impulsive source at some distance, while not physically harming a 
fish, will alter its behavior in any significant way.   

 
6 - Effects of Sounds on Invertebrates 
 
While invertebrates are not the focus of this Report, it is useful to give some consideration to 
potential effects of mid- and high-frequency sounds on these animals since they make up a major 
portion of the aquatic biomass. At the same time, one problem is that the role of sound in the 
lives of most invertebrates, and the potential impact of human-generated sound on survival or 
behavior, is unknown, and few studies have been done on effects of human generated sound on 
invertebrates. 
 

6.1 Invertebrate Hearing Overview 
 
Very little is known about sound detection and use of sound by invertebrates (see Budelmann, 
1992a, b; Popper et al., 2001, for reviews). The limited data shows that some crabs are able to 
detect sound, and there has been the suggestion that some other groups of invertebrates are also 
able to detect sounds. In addition, cephalopods (octopus and squid) and decapods (lobster, 
shrimp, and crab) are thought to sense low-frequency sound (Budelmann, 1992b). Packard et al.
(1990) reported sensitivity to sound vibrations between 1-100 Hz for three species of 
cephalopods. Wilson et al. (2007) documents a lack of physical or behavioral response for squid 
exposed to experiments using high intensity sounds designed to mimic killer whale echolocation 
signals. In contrast, McCauley et al. (2000) reported that caged squid would show behavioral 
responses when exposed to sounds from a seismic airgun. 
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There has also been the suggestion that invertebrates do not detect pressure since few, if any, 
have air cavities that would function like the fish swim bladder in responding to pressure. It is 
important to note that some invertebrates, and particularly cephalopods, have specialized end 
organs, called statocysts, for determination of body and head motions that are similar in many 
ways to the otolithic end organs of fish. The similarity includes these invertebrates having 
sensory cells which have some morphological and physiological similarities to the vertebrate 
sensory hair cell, and the “hairs” from the invertebrate sensory cells are in contact with a 
structure that may bear some resemblance to vertebrate otolithic material (reviewed in 
Budelmann, 1992a, b). As a consequence of having statocysts, it is possible that these species 
could be sensitive to particle displacement (Popper et al., 2001).  
 
It is also important to note that invertebrates may have other organs that potentially detect the 
particle motion of sound, the best known of which are special water motion receptors known as 
chordotonal organs (e.g., Budelmann, 1992a). These organs facilitate the detection of potential 
predators and prey and provide environmental information such as the movement of tides and 
currents. Indeed, fiddler crab (Uca sp.) and spiny lobster (Panulirus sp.) have both been shown 
to use chordotonal organs to respond to nearby predators and prey.  
 
Like fish, some invertebrate species produce sound, with the possibility that it is used for 
communication. Sound is used in territorial behavior, to deter predators, to find a mate, and to 
pursue courtship (Popper et al., 2001). Well known sound producers include lobsters (Panulirus 
sp.) (Latha et al., 2005) and snapping shrimp (Alpheus heterochaelis) (Heberholz and Schmitz, 
2001). Of all marine invertebrates, perhaps the one best known to produce sound are the 
snapping shrimp (Heberholz and Schmitz, 2001). Snapping shrimp are found in oceans all over 
the world and make up a significant portion of the ambient noise budget in many locales (Au and 
Banks, 1998).   

 
6.2  Effects of Sound on Invertebrates 
 
McCauley et al. (2000) found evidence that squid exposed to seismic airguns show a behavioral 
response including inking. However, these were caged animals, and it is not clear how 
unconfined animals may have responded to the same signal and at the same distances used.  In 
another study, Wilson et al. (2007) played back echolocation clicks of killer whales to two 
groups of squid (Loligo pealeii) in a tank. The investigators observed no apparent behavioral 
effects or any acoustic debilitation from playback of signals up to 199 to 226 dB re 1 μPa. It 
should be noted, however, that the lack of behavioral response by the squid may have been 
because the animals were in a tank rather than being in the wild. 
 
In another report on squid, Guerra et al. (2004) claimed that dead giant squid turned up around 
the time of seismic airgun operations off of Spain. The authors suggested, based on analysis of 
carcasses, that the damage to the squid was unusual when compared to other dead squid found at 
other times. However, the report presents conclusions based on a correlation to the time of 
finding of the carcasses and seismic testing, but the evidence in support of an effect of airgun 
activity was totally circumstantial. Moreover, the data presented showing damage to tissue is 
highly questionable since there was no way to differentiate between damage due to some 
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external cause (e.g., the seismic airgun) and normal tissue degradation that takes place after 
death, or due to poor fixation and preparation of tissue. To date, this work has not been published 
in peer-reviewed literature, and detailed images of the reportedly damaged tissue are also not 
available.   
 
There has been a recent and unpublished study in Canada that examined the effects of seismic 
airguns on snow crabs29 (DFO, 2004). However, the results of the study were not at all definitive, 
and it is not clear whether there was an effect on physiology and reproduction of the animals.  
 
There is also some evidence that an increased background noise (for up to three months) may 
affect at least some invertebrate species.  Lagardère (1982) demonstrated that sand shrimp 
(Crangon crangon) exposed in a sound proof room to noise that was about 30 dB above ambient 
for three months demonstrated decreases in both growth rate and reproductive rate.  In addition, 
Lagardère and Régnault (1980) showed changes in the physiology of the same species with 
increased noise, and that these changes continued for up to a month following the termination of 
the signal.   
 
Finally, there was a recently published statistical analysis that attempted to correlate catch rate of 
rock lobster30 in Australia over a period of many years with seismic airgun activity (Parry and 
Gason, 2006). The results, while not examining any aspects of rock lobster behavior or doing any 
experimental study, suggested that there was no effect on catch rate from seismic activity. 
 
 
7 - General Conclusions 
 
As discussed elsewhere in this Report, the extent of data, and particularly scientifically peer-
reviewed data, on the effects of high intensity sounds on fish is exceedingly limited. Some of 
these limitations include: 
 

a. Types of sources tested; 
b. Effects of individual sources as they vary by such things as intensity, repetition rate, 

spectrum, distance to the animal, etc.; 
c. Number of species tested with any particular source; 
d. The ability to extrapolate between species that are anatomically, physiologically, and/or 

taxonomically, different; 
e. Potential differences, even within a species as related to fish size (and mass) and/or 

developmental history; 
f. Differences in the sound field at the fish, even when studies have used the same type of 

sound source (e.g., seismic airgun);  
g. Poor quality experimental design and controls in many of the studies to date; 
h. Lack of behavioral studies that examine the effects on, and responses of, fish in their 

natural habitat to high intensity signals; 

                                                 
29 Probably Chionoecetes sp., but not indicated in this unpublished report at the time of writing this Report. 
30 Possibly Jasus edwardsii, but not indicated in paper. 
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i. Lack of studies on how sound may impact stress, and the short- and long-term effects of 
acoustic stress on fish; and 

j. Lack of studies on eggs and larvae that specifically use sounds of interest to the Navy. 
 
At the same time, in considering potential sources that are in the mid- and high-frequency range, 
a number of potential effects are clearly eliminated. Most significantly, since the vast majority of 
fish species studied to date are hearing generalists and cannot hear sounds above 500 to 1,500 Hz 
(depending upon the species), there are not likely to be behavioral effects on these species from 
higher frequency sounds.  
 
Moreover, even those marine species that may hear above 1.5 kHz, such as a few sciaenids and 
the clupeids (and relatives), have relatively poor hearing above 1.5 kHz as compared to their 
hearing sensitivity at lower frequencies. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that even among the 
species that have hearing ranges that overlap with some mid- and high-frequency sounds, it is 
likely that the fish will only actually hear the sounds if the fish and source are very close to one 
another. And, finally, since the vast majority of sounds that are of biological relevance to fish are 
below 1 kHz (e.g., Zelick et al., 1999; Ladich and Popper, 2004), even if a fish detects a mid- or 
high-frequency sound, these sounds will not mask detection of lower frequency biologically 
relevant sounds.  
 
Thus, a reasonable conclusion, even without more data, is that there will be few, and more likely 
no, impacts on the behavior of fish.   
 
At the same time, it is possible that very intense mid- and high-frequency signals, and 
particularly explosives, could have a physical impact on fish, resulting in damage to the swim 
bladder and other organ systems. However, even these kinds of effects have only been shown in 
a few cases in response to explosives, and only when the fish has been very close to the source. 
Such effects have never been shown to any Navy sonar.  Moreover, at greater distances (the 
distance clearly would depend on the intensity of the signal from the source) there appears to be 
little or no impact on fish, and particularly no impact on fish that do not have a swim bladder or 
other air bubble that would be affected by rapid pressure changes. 
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Summary of literature considered and eliminated from review 

Material not dealt with

The following was in the original report. I looked at the citation (Young, 1991) and it is hard to 
interpret since there are no real data given and no references. It is impossible to determine if the 
conclusions are valid, and it is my opinion that the Navy would be remiss in using this without 
full analysis.  Moreover, as pointed out in Young (1991) there are a lot of extrapolations 
regarding going from 1 pound detonations, which were apparently used in experiments, to larger 
bombs, and there are so many variables (water depth, etc.) that reaching conclusions would be 
difficult to do, even if we had the original data. 

Also did not deal with the following since the report deals with sound and these are explosives. 
 
In fisheries science, it has been found that if carefully deployed, explosives can serve to 
quantitative sample small areas without greatly damaging the habitat structure (Continental 
Shelf, Inc., 2004).  This is largely because lethal shock waves attenuate rapidly. Nonetheless, 
explosives are rarely used to sample fishes due to safety and public perception issues. 
 
There currently is no set threshold for determining effects to fish from explosives other than 
mortality models. Fish that are located in the water column, close to the source of detonation 
could be injured, killed, or disturbed by the impulsive sound and possibly temporarily leave the 
area. Continental Shelf Inc. (2004) presented a few generalities from studies conducted to 
determine effects associated with removal of offshore structures (e.g., oil rigs) in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Their findings revealed that at very close range, underwater explosions are lethal to 
most fish species regardless of size, shape, or internal anatomy.  For most situations, cause of 
death in fishes has been massive organ and tissue damage and internal bleeding.  At longer 
range, species with gas-filled swimbladders (e.g., snapper, cod, and striped bass) are more 
susceptible than those without swimbladders (e.g., flounders and other flatfish, some tunas. 
Studies also suggest that larger fishes are generally less susceptible to death or injury than small 
fishes. Moreover, elongated forms that are round in cross-section are less at risk than deep-
bodied forms; and orientation of fish relative to the shock wave may affect the extent of injury. 
Open water pelagic fish (e.g., mackerel) also seem to be less affected than reef fishes. The results 
of most studies are dependent upon specific biological, environmental, explosive, and data 
recording factors.  


